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ABSTRACT
HEATHER RYANNE CARRILLO: Putting the Pieces Together: The Mystery
Surrounding an Attic Pyxis from the University of Mississippi Robinson Collection
(Under the direction of Dr. Aileen Ajootian)

The study of Greek painted pottery has the ability to explain many mysteries
surrounding ancient Athens. The University of Mississippi is home to a large collection
of these archaeological jewels, many of which have not been thoroughly studied. An
Attic white ground pyxis is one unpublished vessel, which before now, has never been
carefully examined. The purpose of this study was to examine all aspects of this piece,
which include the shape, artists, and iconography. Such attributes were studied through
the analysis of ancient texts, previous scholarship on shape and iconography, and a close
comparison of two artists’ hands. A comprehensive catalogue of the damage and figures
residing on the pyxis is also included, so that one understands every angle of the piece.
Each facet of the study produced many questions concerning the pyxis. Inquiries
such as the identity of the artist, the purpose ofthe unique flat bottom of the vessel, the
strange martial iconography residing on a shape associated with women and commonly
found in female graves, as well as what might have inspired such a ferocious scene are
also tackled. Once the figures were identified as Amazons, it was imperative to research
and explain their identity in Athenian society to understand how the owner of the vessel
would have viewed them. Research on all the said questions suggested that the artist of
the pyxis was the Penthesilea or Sotheby painter, that the unusual iconography might
have been inspired by family accomplishments or other vase shapes, and that the pyxis
could have been inspired by the Amazonomachy panel painting in the Painted Stoa, a
building located in the Athenian Agora. Research on the Amazons solidified a terminus

ante quern date, which placed the pyxis after the Persian wars (early fifth century)
because of weapons and costume of the Amazon.
It was concluded that the Robinson pyxis was indeed a work of the Sotheby
painter and represented an Amazonomachy. Although it was not certain, the evidence
suggests that this piece might be a copy of a painting depicting Theseus’ defense of
Athens by the artist Mikon from the Painted Stoa.
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Introduction

“In ancient times were the Amazons daughters of Ares
dwelling beside the river Thermodon, they alone of the
people round about were armed with iron, and they were
thefirst ofall to mount horses” -Lysias

The University of Mississippi is the proud home of one of the largest Greek vase
collections in the southern United States. The collection of Dr. David Robinson is
renowned throughout the world; however, many of the works remain unexamined. The
purpose of this study is to analyze thoroughly one vase in this collection, an Athenian
pyxis^, located in the Museum of the University of Mississippi. The objective of this
thesis is twofold. Because this work has never been thoroughly studied, I wish to examine
its date, shape, artist and unusual theme. Secondly I shall analyze the rare Amazon
iconography of the piece, using ancient texts to understand the story behind the painted
scene identified on the lid as compared to similar scenes on other Attic vases. The
identity of the painter, who has been disputed to be either the Penthesilea Painter or the
' Throughout this thesis Athenian vases will also be called Attic Vases, named after the Attic Peninsula
which includes the city of Athens. A map of the Ancient Greece is fig. 1 in the introduction.
" Catalogue number 1977.3.243 University of Mississippi, Beazley
775,2; CVA, U.S.A 4, The
Robinson Collection 1 pi. 47,2
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Sotheby Painter, will also be tackled. In this part of the study I shall not only use
examples of artistic hands but also closely compare them to the pyxis to determine an
artist. Basically a more extensive understanding of this work is the desired outcome of
this thesis.
Because the study of Greek painted pottery is so specific, I provide here some
background on how Attic painted pottery was actually produced and how these vessels
are researched and analyzed. A broader appreciation of the techniques and scholarship
surrounding Athenian painted vases can fully expose the identity of the Robinson Pyxis
creating a deeper appreciation for its role as art and artifact.

Pottery Production
The techniques employed by Archaic and Classical Athenian potters are only
known from what little they left behind for classical archaeologists to discover.
Unfortunately there are no ancient texts describing the process. The remnants of claybricked kilns and detailed painted images on plaques illustrating workshops (fig. 2) are
all that is left of this prolific trade in the ancient world. It is evident, however, that the
processes artists used to produce pottery in antiquity are similar to techniques used today.
A step-by-step summary of how these labor intensive vessels were fashioned can
generate a deeper understanding for the time and effort ancient artisans took in producing
these earthen-wares.
Before pottery production could take place three main elements had to be
available: earth, water and fire. A potter in the ancient world was master of all three,
often living and working in their midst away from the city where the excessive smoke

2

and dirt did not encumber other citizens’ lives.^ Usually potters’ quarters were located
outside of the center of town just inside of the city walls."^ This is seen in the Kerameikos
(fig. 3), or potters’ district of Athens, located just inside and just outside of the city wall
in the area of the Dipylon Gate (fig. 4).^ This was the perfect location for the potters
because it was fairly close to the center of town, or the Agora, where they would sell their
goods; it was surrounded by monuments for the dead who would not complain about their
presence. The Agora was not the first center for selling merchandise because it was
probably constructed around the sixth-century B.C. It should also be noted that the
Kerameikos was not the only place potters honed their skills. Fourth-century kilns have
been found west of the Areopagus,just outside of the city wall, in an area near Achamai.^
Potters resided in areas such as these, near large amounts of clay and a reliable water
source, so that their many-tiered process could take place easily.
The first step in creating a vessel was the messy and tedious task of digging up
raw clay (fig. 5). An artist would presumably find this clay locally and then let it harden
in the sun. Afterwards, the potter would most likely mix the clay with water, called
levigating the clay. This process caused all the large impurities in the raw clay to sink to
the bottom.^ The remaining water would evaporate in the sun leaving the clay impurity
free and the right consistency for kneading.^ Wedging or kneading the clay would prepare
the refined material to be thrown on the wheel. The actual mixing of clays is unknown to

^ Boardman 2001,139-40
Boardman 2001, 139; Boardman says that it is about 1.5 miles from the center of the Agora in Athens.
Boardman 2001, 139; the name Kerameikos is derived from the Greek word for clay: keramos
Boardman 2001, 141; earlier the marketplace appeared to be on the farthest side of the Acropolis.
Valavanis 1994, 45-54, the map in this reference shows fourth-century pottery workshops West of the
Aereopagus also mentioned by Boardman who refers to the position
and evolution of the Agora. See Map,image 4 at the end of the introduction
^Cook 1997, 231
^Cook 1997, 231; also seeJ.V. Noble 1988
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US today; however, it is known that the Athenian clay contained particularly large
amounts of ferric oxide.^ This element gave the clay its red hue naturally.
Throwing the clay on the wheel was generally a two-person process. The potter
would presumably have an apprentice or assistant to aid in holding and spinning the
wheel, while he shaped the clay into its forms (fig. 6). Shaping the clay was often a
many stepped process depending on the vessel. Many pots were made in sections,
hardened to a leather consistency, and attached later with a slip. Once the pot was
assembled, it was ready for decoration and firing.
Athenian painters had three main techniques for surface decoration, black-figure,
red-figure, and white-ground. These processes are all unique, and complicated, dealing
with the oxidation of iron in the clay and its reactions when fired. The earliest technique,
black-figure (fig. 7)*^, created a black image on a red background, while the later redfigure (fig. 8)^‘ would create the opposite effect. The white-ground technique (fig. 9)
employed a white slip over the Attic clay and will be discussed in detail below. Before
the pot was decorated, a painter would burnish it and then sketch the decoration with slip
12

or incise it with a sharp tool before actual painting took place.
After a pot was painted with a diluted clay slip, it was ready to be fired in the kiln.
Greek kilns were fairly simple in construction (fig.10). They were made of clay bricks,
mud and stones, and consisted of two chambers. The pots were placed in the upper
chamber above a wood fire burning in the lower chamber. Often smaller pots were placed

‘^Boardman 2001, 141; Cook 1997, 334; also see Winter ,1978 .Die antike Glanztonkeramik for more
information on firing processes and Attic clay compositions based on actual experimentation.
’^Clark 2002, 72; Began ca. 530 B.C.
"Clark 2002, 138; Began ca. 520 B.C.
'“Cook 1997,334; also Noble 1988
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inside larger ones to save space in the kiln, allowing for a greater yield per firing.’^ Vents
were left between the two levels so that gas might ventilate through a hole in the top of
14

the kiln.

This vent directed the course of the air circulation, which is why Greek kilns

are often called updraft kilns.'^ During the firing, the door of the kib would have been
bricked or plastered with clay. The temperature would rise to about 950 degrees Celsius
16

and then cooled 50 degrees by letting in a draft of air so that oxidation could take place.
The potter would keep a close eye on the firing process by means of a peep-hole carved
out of the chamber door.*^ After the kiln and the pots cooled, the vessels were removed
from the kiln, wiped down, and prepared for the market.
The potters and the painters of ancient Greece were each masters of their trade
and most of the particulars of firing and decoration, such as temperature, became
instinctive because many learned the trade at an early age.^^ This is due to the fact that
the trade of potter was generally a family business because of the large number of people
needed in the workshop (fig. 11). Fathers and sons have been identified on some
19

Athenian vessels on which a potter has referenced his father or used a similar name.
Because this was a family occupation, it was probably not the only source of income for
these artisan families. Agriculture was still a large part of their lives especially in rural
20

communities, at least until pottery became a major export.

13

Clark 2002, 103
Cook 1997,237
15
Clark 2002,103, fig. 7
16
Cook 1997, 237
17
Clark 2002, 103
18
Cook 1997, 237 also see Beazley 1944, 35-57
19
Boardman 2001, 141; also see in Beazley 1944, 35-57; Kurtz 1989, chapter 3
20
Boardman 2001, 141
14
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The demand for Athenian painted pottery in the ancient world is obvious when
one recognizes the large number of painters who have been identified. Some scholars
have estimated that at any given time there were about 100 painters at work in Athens
and probably about 500 individuals in all involved in the trade."' In the Classical period,
potters understood their market and produced the shapes that were in high demand.
Likewise, painters produced the most popular scenes or those dealing with a particular
temple or shrine nearby.^" Overall Athenian painted pottery was in high demand both
inside the city and abroad. The physical evidence of this statement is the multitude of
pots and fragments of pots found in archaeological contexts in Greece, Italy and Asia
Minor. Realizing that what is found is probably only a fraction of the pottery actually
produced puts the importance and scale of the trade in perspective.

The White-Ground Technique
The white-ground technique is the process employed on the lid of the Robinson
pyxis. This technique has evolved from the basic use of slips to paint the surface of a
vessel. A slip is simply watered-down clay, which when applied and let dry produces the
color of the clay on a surface. In Athens, ceramic workshops began to use white slips
between 530-525 B.C.^^ The white slip is produced from clay with high calcium content.
There is no way to tell who used this technique first; however, some of the early artists
were the Nikosthenes Painter, the Andokides Painter,

Psiax and the Antimenes Painter

The earliest use is attributed to Psiax on a lekythos (ca. 510 B.C.), which is a

Boardman 2001, 143
Boardman 2001, 153
23
Clark 2002 103; Oakley 2004, 6; Cook 1997, 275-311; \Vright 1886, 385-386

6

vcbsei used

for pouring oil often associated with ftmeral and religious rites.""^ All the painters listed
above used the white-ground technique with black-figure. Later, in the next century, after
ca. 480 B.C., painters started to use the white-ground background with freehand linear
paintings.“^ This change in style, according to some, can be attributed to the propagation
of the red-figure technique, which also orchestrated contour outline.”^ Unlike the redfigure style, the white-ground technique provides scholars with the only examples of
freehand painting. Black-figure was abandoned by white-ground painters sometime after
the Persian Wars (480-479 B.C.).“^ Shortly afterwards, the use of color emerged in small
doses, often found in details such as clothing or scenery.
Colored washes consisted of reds which were derived from the iron oxide in
hematite or the mercuric sulfide in cinnabar and purples. Whites were used to color
female skin. The addition of these colors placed on a white background appears to be
related to wall painting, which sadly does not remain. Ancient references to these panel
paintings do exist, however, yielding evidence which unites the white-ground technique
29

and large scale murals.
There are not many vessel shapes that were commonly adorned with the whiteground technique. The lekythos and the pyxis were among the few, probably in order to
imitate marble vessels.^^ It is not known how popular the white-ground technique washowever, it is estimated that about 12-18 percent of all funerary lekythoi were decorated

24

a black disc footed lekythoi, ABV 293,11; Adc/_ ,76
Oakley 2004,6
26
Oakley 2004, 7
27
Oakley 2004, 7
Oakley 2004, 7
" Koch-Brinkman, date. Polychrome 11-13 relates wall painting with white ground lekythoi, but hi '
can also be associated with the Pyxis
'dcas
50
Roberts 1978, 143
25
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in this manner. This percentage however does not represent the use of white-ground on
other vessels or those not associated with funerary rituals.
The cool beauty associated with this technique is intensified by the subjects who
reside on its surface. Understanding the technique is only part of understanding the
Robinson pyxis. It not only serv^es the purpose of canvas for the images but relates it to
Athenian wall-painting, of which there are no physical examples.

John Beazley
The work and legacy of John Beazley revolutionized the study of Athenian vase
painting. Beazley gave definition to an obscure study of Athenian red and black-figure
vases. Such vases, in many cases, left no traces of who produced the decoration or the pot
itself His techniques of attribution evolved from a late nineteenth-century art historian
Giovanni Morelli. Morelli attempted to determine different hands in Renaissance
painting through the comparison of details such as body parts and drapery?' Since most
of these attributes were learned from a master, different artists had different techniques,
The manner in which an artist rendered ears is an example of what Morelli looked at
when attributing a painting (fig-

Others adapted his ideas on attribution in different

fields of art history, which leads us to Sir John Beazley, whose concise catalogue of
artistic attribution connects
comparison. Beazley

many vases to specific artistic hands through close

started studying Greek vases in 1910 after attempting Renaissance

art. the study of which he

found too complex.

Boardman 2001, 129; Morelli 1892, 78
Boardman 2001, 130
Boardman 2001, 130
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Greek art, on the other hand, was more

identifiable because of the painters’ individual styles and because the figures were more
linear than those of the Renaissance painters.^"^ Beazley took his knowledge and created
lists of painters according to different variations in anatomy and the handling of drapery
(fig. 13). Many times his methods were obscure; however, his lists and attribution of
35

vases are still used today.
Besides painting techniques, Beazley also took subject matter, composition and
shape into consideration.^^ After he attributed a vase to a certain artistic hand, artists who
did not actually sign their works were often named after the piece. Other vases were then
compared to this name-piece. Beazley’s legacy is the names by which we call these
painters: the Berlin painter, the Sotheby Painter, and the Penthesilea painter are all given
credit for the work, which before Beazley had not existed. The records of these painters
can be found in the Beazley Archive, Attic Black-Figure Vases, and Attic Red-Figure
Vases. Beazley’s study of painted vases revolutionized the field and laid an infrastructure
for future scholars. In his Potter and Painter in Ancient Athens, Beazley stated his
philosophy on the study of Greek vase painting and what direction the discipline should
be headed. He says:
Now that the painters

of nearly all important Attic vases, and
have been determined, the whole

most of the less important
studiedfrom the point of view ofthe painters
material must be reat arm’s length. . ●

It will not be enough to note the general

T
Rnardman what was studied was more of a finger print than a style
Boardman 200), 130; According
3
,955),j. wolheim 1978, 3-14
“The Study of Art History”
Beard in runes
Sept. 12, 1986, 1013, which
” Boardman 2001, 130; also see'
parwin and Freud. This idea is often cited when people
suggests that Beazley's work was in
doubt Beazley's methods of attribun ^
for this in Poller and Pal,on in Classical
Boardman 2001, 136; also
.
ijsts of attributions can be approached using statistics
^t/,e«s 1997; he suggests that that Beazley

9

proportions, and the features of the shape: the eye must be
accustomed to perceive minute refinements of curve and line.
Then it v'ill be possible not only to write the history^ of Attic
vases from the point of view ofthe potters, but in the long nm, to
37

shed fresh light on the painters with whom they collaborated.

Before Sir John Beazley, only the vases with a worn incised or painted signature hidden
in the clay were attributed to specific artists. Now, there are hundreds of artistic hands,
all of which bear their unique signature through the way they paint their ears, drapery or
toes.

31

Roberts 1978, 1
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FIGURE 2
CERAMIC PLAQUE OF A KILN
Remnant of a Ceramic Plaque depicting the ancient firing process
Corinthian votive clay plaque dedicated at a sanctuary of Poseidon and Amphitrite at Penteskoupha, near
Corinth’s potters’ quarters, sixth-century (Berlin inv. no. F892)
source: Boardman 2002, 140
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FIGURE 7
BLACK- FIGURE

FIGURE 8
RED-FIGURE

Black figure volute kratcr. The Francoise Vase,
signed by Ergolimos as potter and Klcitias as painter,
ca. 570 B.C.(Florence, Museo Areheologico inv. no. 4209)
source: Clark 2002,43

Red Figure bell krater.
name vase of the Pan Painter
ca. 470 B.C.(Boston inv. no. 10.185)
source: Clark 2002, 55

FIGURE 9
WHITE-GROUND
White ground technique on a lekythos by the Karlsruhe Painter
ca. 460 B.C.(Metropolitan Museum of Art, inv. no. 06.1021.129)
source: Oakley 2004, fig. Ill
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Diagram of an ancient kiln
source: Cook 1960, 235

FIGURE 11
PAINTER’S WORKSHOP
The “Caputi hydria,” red figure, by the Leningrad Painter, depicting the painter’s workshop with Athena
crowning the artists, 475 B.C., Milan, private collection
source: Boardman 2001, 147
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Chapter I

A Physical Description
A physical description of the Robinson pyxis encompassing its damage,
remaining images, decorative bands, as well as color is imperative in order to catalogue
the elements which will be analyzed. Although the decoration remaining may appear
scarce, examining the piece so closely has yielded hidden lines and intricate detail
concealed from the naked eye. The pyxis has been scrutinized with a magnifying glass
microscope, and backlight so that no flaw, crack or line has gone unnoticed.

Damages
Measuring approximately 5.5 cm in height and 14.7 cm in width, this miniscule
early classical pyxis, dating from about 460-450 B.C., despite its heavy damage, presents
a multitude of elements to the curious viewer that

aid in both the interpretation of Ii ts

function and its iconography. The vessel is shallow

and squat, lending no room for

adornment on its body. The majority of the decoration resides on the whiteground lid,
which contains two figures rendered with red, black and a purple wash. The

unfortunate

damage to the piece is quite obvious considering the fact that almost 10

cm of the

decoration on the lid no longer remains. Portions of the original white
Stound have
absorbed so much dirt that that a great deal of the lid is an unrecognizable soiled

17

rness or

has completely rubbed off exposing the clay underneath (fig. 1.1).^^ There is no evidence
that additional decoration lies underneath the damaged surface. Attempts at cleaning the
Robinson pyxis were abandoned because the white-ground surface was so fragile and
brittle. The solution used would have most likely dissolved the surface. Because it could
not be cleaned, there was no way to say positively that an image does or does not reside
underneath; however, it is unlikely. The damage on the pyxis was much too extensive.
The black palmette decoration encircling the rim of the vase remains intact;
however, there is evidence of damage as well as an attempt to repaint the area. This repair
can be seen on a small section where the line quality loses its precision; however, the
paint appears darker and more vibrant. This detail further exemplifies the idea that the
vase was restored, perhaps even in antiquity. There is no evidence for this claim;
however, and one must consider that the repairs are modem.

Despite the probable

alterations, extensive damage remains robbing the viewer of a few small sections of the
decorative band. Along with the missing sections, it appears that a good portion of the
palmette decoration has lost its black slip, leaving an outline of the decorative band,
instead of the reserved red-figure palmettes. The underside of the lid and the foot of the
pyxis mirror each other in a laurel and berry motif, which remains in fairly good
condition but also has probably been repaired (figs. 1.2 and 1.3).
An obvious break in the foot, measuring about 5 cm long (fig. 1 -4), disrupts the
circular base. The body of the pyxis has maintained its black slip with little damage and
the underside of the vessel remains the vibrant red color of the clay (fig. 15). There
appears to be no visible inscription attributing an ownership, artist or potter.
^ All research concerning the restoration or examination of Robinson Pyxis was perfonned by
archaeological conservator Eva Sander-Conwell in the spring of 2005.
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The Robinson pyxis has received little scholarly attention but has been examined
by an archaeological conservator. She found that the decoration on the lid of the vessel
was original and that images probably did not exist underneath the white ground as
previously thought. She also found that much of the white ground still remains but was
soiled beyond recognition while buried in the ground. The paint on these sections most
likely rubbed off with time. It was very disappointing when the missing figures could not
be found or cleaned. The Robinson pyxis’ inability to be restored makes research on this
piece all the more challenging. The other half of the pyxis is undoubtedly lost forever.

What Remains?
After a catalogue of the extensive damages to such a small piece, one should not
assume that nothing remains to be studied. This petite vessel may be mysterious because
of its damage but there is much to discuss when describing what remains. The whiteground lid, as mentioned earlier, only partially preserves its decoration because of
damage. What remains, however, appears to be a battle scene between two opposing
factions. From a bird’s-eye-view, if the damaged section faces north, the motion
intended for the lid is apparent. The right side is flanked with a mounted warrior in
motion (figs. 1.6 and 1.7). The figure is about 2.5 cm in height, while the horse measures
about 3 cm from the head to the front legs. The warrior is charging with an ax in the left
hand and wields what appears to be a rope or a leather strap in the right hand, in pursuit
of an adjacent crouching soldier. The torso of the rider faces the viewer as he or she
extends a right hand and prepares to release the rope or leather strap. The individual’s
attention is not directed towards the soldier he or she pursues, but on the rope or leather
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Strap itself.

The rider’s profile is all that is visible and is very simply rendered. The two

features recognizable are the left eye and the profile of the nose. Only the left arm and
hand are partially hidden by the horse; however, it is clear that the rider clasps the reins
and possibly the ax at the same time.
The rider is dressed in a tunic with long sleeves that have been given texture or
40

pleats with vertical lines.

The tunic is belted with what appears to be a strap of leather.

A similar strap also stretches from the right shoulder to the left side of the waist
underneath the tunic."^* The trousers are also long and decorated with a zigzag pattern,
denoting a particular weave or decoration. These leggings stretch to the feet, which are
fully enclosed by leather boots. All aspects of the figure rely mostly on contour lines. A
very tight and concise line quality can be seen in the figure’s clothing especially
concerning drapery; however, the face and the clothing lack minute detail.
The horse itself is naturalistically rendered with a simple contour drawing. The
horse has been given very little details; however, the tack is quite meticulous. A bridle is
apparent, as well as reins. Anatomically, the horse lacks such minute features. There is
no muscular detail depicted; however, the joints of the legs have been given some
attention. The face of the horse is partially missing but there is evidence of minimal facial
features. The animal is not drawn to realistic scale, for it is a bit small for the rider, whose
feet hardly come off the ground. The motion of the horse is hard to determine. Its rear
feet remain grounded, while the two front feet begin to come off the ground. At first

39

The head facing the leather strap denotes its obvious importance in interpreting the Iconography of the
Robinson pyxis. The lasso will be discussed further in Ch. 5
40
This style of dress is most often seen in later representations of Amazons. They are given a very Eastern
style of dress close to that of Persian, Sauromations or Scythian warriors instead of Greek dress which
often emphasizes how foreign from Greek culture they truly are. This will be discussed later in chapter 4
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glance the horse appears to be in motion; however, it could also be in the process of
rearing up, frightened by the foot soldier crouching below.
To the right of the horse, on the lower right hand side of the pyxis, a crouching
foot soldier in a defensive position waits for an oncoming charge. He is about 3 cm in
height not including the barely visible crest of his helmet (figs. 1.7 and 1.8). The left side
of his body is all that is visible, and much of his lower portion has been damaged. He
thrusts his spear with his right hand, while he defends himself with a shield in his left.
The shield is given three dimensionality by leaving a section white, and the front is
42

adorned with slip and a U-shaped symbol.
The figure is nude, with very few body details besides a line indicating the ridge
in his back and a small amount of muscle detail in his calf. The left side of his face is
visible, however, only from the top of the nose and up. The lower portion of his face is
protected by his shield. He wears a horse-hair crested helmet; however, it does not
completely encompass his face. This small figure, because of the damage, has become a
counterpart of the most active scene on the pyxis. His crouched position raises two
questions: is he hiding ready to ambush and perhaps spear the horse, or is he in fact
defending himself from an oncoming attack? While the rider looks away at the rope or
leather strap, the foot soldier stares at his enemy with his eyes unprotected by his shield.
Both figures provide some insight on the technical skill of the artist. Likewise,
both are rendered in a naturalistic contour line; however, scale was not very important to
the artist. While crouching down the foot soldier is almost as tall as the horse and the
rider. If the hoplite were standing he would not fit on the vessel and would tower over his

This U-shaped symbol could be some sort of snake-motif, which would indicate that the soldier was from
Athens. See chapter 4
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enemy. This lack of scale raises a few interesting questions. Did the artist do this
arbitrarily or did he render the riding warrior smaller in order to show its inferior state?
Most likely the figures were manipulated to fit on the small lid of the pyxis.
There was probably a similar scene also pertaining to combat on the opposite side
of the lid. Only an arm and helmet are visible; however, the crested helmet does prove the
presence of another foot soldier (figs. 1.9 and 1.10). He extends his arm to hurl a stone at
an opponent. His arm is unclothed, yet a small line starting from the back of his head and
moving downward appears to be a portion of a cape or some type of garment. He is not
completely nude like his companion, for there is also evidence that he wears a pleated
costume, perhaps a short tunic. A mysterious line on the opposite side of the damaged
portion also provides some evidence that there was possibly another horse on the lid.
The lid does not ignore the natural surroundings of the battle and does include a
small tree or bush about 2.5 cm tall with minimal foliage. This tree is behind the
crouching hoplite on the right.'^^ Because the figures ignore the bush or tree it is safe to
conclude that its purpose is for the sake of providing an environment or specific location.
There is no other evidence of more plant life nor geographical elements on the lid.
The white-ground portion of the lid is encircled by an elaborate palmette
decorative band. The actual palmettes are enclosed by repeating scrolls. Further
ornamental decoration is seen on the underside of the lid’s rim and the top of the base.
Both depict a laurel pattern dappled with berries among the leaves (figs. 1.2 and 1.3).
This pattern may connect with the type of tree seen in the landscape on the lid (fig. 1.9).

43

This tree could be interpreted as an olive tree; however, there is not true indication of this besides the
oblong shape of the leaves. No olives are depicted on the tree, so it could also be interpreted as a laurel tree,
perhaps a sign of victory as it stands between two foot soldiers.
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Overall the decoration on the small Robinson pyxis is minimal. This lack of a
complete scene, however, does not mean that this piece is unimportant in the study of
Attic vases. Regardless of the fact that much of the lid is damaged, what survives can be
analyzed from the remaining figures, which include the crouching foot soldier, the
mounted figure and the remnants of the soldier hurling a rock. The analysis of the
Robinson pyxis’ iconography as well as research concerning its shape and artist can
illuminate an understanding of the piece which delves deeper than what lies on its
surface.
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Images for Chapter I; A Physical Description

1

FIGURE 1.1
VIEW OF ROBINSON PYXIS LID
View of Lid and rim Damage
source: Perseus Project, www.pcrseus.tufts.edu

FIGURE 1.2
DECORATIVE BERRY AND LEAF BAND
View of the inside of the base
source: Perseus Project

FIGURE 1.3
DECORATIVE LEAF BAND
View of the underside of the lid
source: Perseus Project
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FIGURE 1.4
ROBINSON PYXIS FRACTURE
detail of fracture on the bottom of the Robinson pyxis
source: Perseus Project
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FIGURE 1.5
THE BOTTOM OF THE ROBINSON PYXIS
View of the bottom of the base
source; Perseus Project
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FIGURE: 1.6
DETAIL OF MOUNTED WARRIOR
Detail of the riding warrior
souree: Perseus Project

FIGURE: 1,7

drawing of mounted warrior and foot soldier
Illustration of the riding warrior and the foot soldier
source: author’s drawing

FIGURE: 1.8
DETAIL OF FOOT SOLDIER
Detail of crouching foot soldier
source: Perseus Project
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FIGURE: 1.9
DETAIL OF TREE AND PARTIAL SOLDIER
Detail of soldier throwing stone
source: Perseus Project

FIGURE: 1.10
DRAWING OF TREE AND PARTIAL SOLDIER
Illustration of soldier throwing stone
source: Perseus Project
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Chapter II
The Pyxis: A Discussion of Shape

Definition and Etymology
The shape of this miniscule vessel is commonly called a pyxis by classical
archaeologists. This vase shape encompasses a broad variety of round-shaped vessels
with a detachable lid, usually made in Attica. Pyxides in general are not often found
44

outside the Greek mainland, which indicates that they were not highly exported,
function of the pyxis is determined from its name, for the word n

The

or pyxis IS

associated with the word pyxos meaning “boxwood” in ancient Greek."^^ This etymology
relates the pyxis to the wooden versions, which share the same shape. In antiquity, the
pyxis was also called the kylichnis, which was a general word used to describe a small
46

container.

The History of the Shape
The shape of the pyxis evolved tremendously throughout the Geometric, Archaic,
Classical and Hellenistic periods. The first examples of the pyxis emerged in the Protogeometric period around ca. 900 B.C. These early specimens can often be categorized by
44

Roberts 1978,4
Boardman 2001, 261
46
Kanowski 1984, 129; Athenaeus (c. 480 BC) 11; other ancient sources that mention the pyxis are
Josephus in the Belliim Judaicum 1.30, 7; Lucian Erotes 39; Martial Epigrams 9.37, Quintillian 8.6.35
45
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a specific curved belly shape, short feet and a concave lid.''^ Many times Proto-geometric
pyxides have no handle. Later in the Geometric period, around 800-700 B.C., the pyxis
grew larger in size as compared to their earlier counterparts. This trend, however, did not
endure: the size of pyxides reduced in the archaic and classical periods. The sides of
Geometric pyxides also evolved from the Proto-geometric highly curved walls to slightly
48

straighter specimens (fig. 2.1).
The Classical Attic pyxis with a concave shape first emerged in Athens around
600 B.C.; however, they were not abundant until ca. 550 B.C. The earliest known Attic
pyxis was a crudely fashioned specimen found in a child’s grave in the Agora (ca. 600
B.C.). This early Attic shape is related to a similar Corinthian version because of walls
that slightly curve inward, a pair of handles on the rim of the vessel and a small knob on
top (fig. 2.2)."^^ Corinthian versions are categorized by a distinct animal frieze common
in vase painting from this area and period. Attic versions imitated this animal decoration;
however, some became more pictorial, narrating mythological scenes with some
ornamental bands. By 550 B.C., the Attic pyxis clearly began to depart from its
Corinthian prototype in both shape and decoration. The construction of the vessel is
adapted by adding a ring base, also called a tripartite foot, and changing the lid, so that it
fits snugly inside the vessel.^^ The decoration became more reserved, denoting that the
51

artists did not feel a need to fill the entire space.
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The early Attic pyxis has been classified by Beazley into four different sub
categories; A, B, C, and

Type A pyxides are distinguished by walls that curve in,

three to four feet or a full circle base (fig. 2.3). This shape was most popular during the
sixth and fifth centuries.^^ After a lapse in popularity, however, this type reemerged in the
second century A.D. for about 20 years during the Roman period.^"^ Around the second
quarter of the fifth century to the second quarter of the fourth century, type B pyxides
became popular (fig. 2.4). These specimens are quite different from type A. They are
much flatter and have shorter walls that are sometimes surpassed in height by the lid.
Type B is very similar to a powder pyxis, a sub-category of pyxides in which the lid fits
55

completely over the body of the vessel.

Our vessel is an example of Type C, which

was popular around the middle of the fifth century to the middle of the fourth century
(fig. 2.5). This type was cylindrical in shape, has vertical walls and is relatively small.
Most of the decoration was located on a disk-like lid topped off with a ring handle, often
made of bronze. The sides would vary in some cases. Sometimes they would also be
57

curved or bowed. This type is most common in Athens and surrounding areas (fig. 1).
There is archaeological evidence that this particular type was not limited to ceramics.
Stone or marble vessels that may have been carved with decoration are also constructed
in this manner and are thought to be the prototype for type C forms. Type A vessels were
also made of stone materials; there are a few examples have been found with relief
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sculpture on the

Type D pyxides are very easy to identify because of a distinctive

cylinder shape with a flat disc-like lid (fig. 2.6). Many type D vessels are dated from the
late fifth century to the fourth century.

The Function of the Shape
The pyxis has often been associated with middle to upper class Greek women due
to their presence in female graves. Similar to a modem day jewelry box, the pyxis
probably graced the home of many Athenian women. Evidence of its function has been
59

found on sculpted grave reliefs depicting women dressing in ceremonial costumes.
This box was probably used as a container for jewelry, make-up or other small trinkets.
A residue of white lead has been found in some vessels, which further proves their
function as an ancient powder box. White lead orpsmythion was thought to have been an
60

ingredient in make-up, along witli lead carbonate and cinnabar.

A pyxis from Rhitsona,
61

north of Athens, still contained cakes of lead carbonate often used for powder.
Cosmetics in antiquity are mentioned in a few ancient sources. Aristophanes, in
62

his Ekklesiazusei, mentioned an older woman using make-up to seduce a young man.
She says:
“Why don 7 the fellows come? The hour’s long past: And here
I’m standing, ready, with my skin plastered with paint, wearing
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my yellow gown, humming an amorous ditty to myself. Trying,
,f63

hr wanton sportiveness, to catch some passer-by. . ..

Xenophon in his Ischomachos (early fourth century B.C.) describes young wives
whitening their faces with powdered psmythion.^ Due to this source it is clear that the
practice of lightening one’s face with powder was common among young women as well
as older ones who wished to look their best.^^ Although the pyxis was probably not the
only container for cosmetics, it was probably the most popular due to the large amount of
pyxides found with make-up residue.^^ Besides a powder receptacle or a jewelry box, the
container could have also been used for incense employed in religious rites or for storing
67

medicinal ointments.

There is no doubt that the pyxis was not simply used for

decoration. Like many of the Greek vase shapes, the pyxis had a specific function, while
maintaining its decorative nature.

Observations Concerning the Shape of the Robinson Pyxis
As expressed earlier, the Robinson pyxis is an example of type C, according to
Beazley’s classifications (fig. 2.7). This particular pyxis is an early version of the type
that did not become popular until ca. 430 B.C.^^ Although type C was a relatively late to
develop, it remained popular until the middle of the second century B.C. The Robinson
pyxis is not just any type C pyxis, however. The vessel’s flat, footless, and almost
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convex base indicates that it may be a copy of marble versions (figs. 2.8, 2.9, 2.10).
This marble reference has been reinforced by archaeological finds, such as those from the
Spina grave group and a sculptural reference of a flat-bottomed vessel on a panel from
70

the Ludovisi Throne (figs. 2.11 and 2.12).

The Themes and Iconography of the Pyxis
The predominantly female use of the pyxis has already been noted; however, one
must realize that iconography found on these vessels is not limited to female subject
matter. Marriage was the most common depiction on the fifth-century pyxis; however, a
group of unconventionally ornamented pyxides exists. These specimens are very difficult
to explain. Some speculations can be made, however, on why a woman would want a
vessel with this unusual iconography.

Non-female Iconography
Although pyxides are commonly found in female graves, they do not always
reflect the gender of their presumed owner. Diversions from female subject matter, such
as the wedding, occur on earlier examples from 600 to 490

These vessels depict

warriors leaving for battle, Amazons and horses which might have been scenes associated
with a particular painter or copies from other vase shapes (fig. 2.13).^^ That is to say,
painters associated with workshops that produced a variety of scenes on many different
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Roberts 1978, 145, also see Boston inv. no. 81.352 and example of a marble pyxis figs. 2.8, 2.9, 2.10
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vase shapes transferred martial iconography from other shapes onto the pyxis.

These

unusual scenes were produced fairly early, however, dating from a time in which the
pyxis had no set iconography. The wedding and marriage-related scenes were not a
common subject on pyxides until 500-490

One prime example of male

iconography on a pyxis was found in a female tomb in Myrrhinous.^^ It has been
attributed to Exekias, who painted a family-specific scene concerning the Olympic
victories of the Kimonian branch of the Philaid family.^^ Why this scene is on a pyxis
can only be answered through speculation. Perhaps it was a gift from a male family
member to a woman bestowing a token of her family’s history.^^ This might prove that
family pride and legacy was cherished by Athenian women as well as men. These unique
pyxides which do not revolve around marriage iconography could have served as a
trophy bequeathed to a young bride or daughter proud of her family name.
The Robinson vessel falls under the category of pyxides with non-wedding
iconography. The scene on this vessel is not exactly feminine in nature, for it depicts
warriors engaged in fierce combat. In relation to the functions mentioned above, a make
up or jewelry box was probably most likely intended for the ownership of a woman. This
fact is further supported with the abundance of pyxides found in female graves

This

martial scene might have revered the achievements of the family or reminded the owner
of her great heritage,just as Exekias’ work from Myrrhinous; however, the absence of an
78

inscription does not link the scene to a particular family.
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The Robinson pyxis might be

an early example in which artists were simply transferring male iconography onto a
female shape. A look at the more common scenes of marriage used to decorate pyxides
and other “women’s” vase shapes will explain further why this type of vessel was so
important to women and why it was included in female graves.

Marriage Iconography
Marriage customs and rituals illustrated on pyxides can educate the modem
viewer on Athenian weddings. Imagery revolving around the wedding ceremony, gifts,
and the bridal procession is consistently found adorning fifth-century vessels. The
pyxis, according to Pausanius (second century A.D.), was a common gift for a bride.
Although he is a late source, the abundance of earlier wedding iconography supports the
claim. He says:
...epaulia are also the gifts brought by the bride’s father to the
bride and groom in the form of a parade, on the day following
the wedding...a child led it wearing a white cloak and cariying a
flaming torch, and then came another child, a girl, carrying a
basket, and then the rest, bringing lekamides, unguents, clothing.
combs, chests, bottles (alabastra), sandals, boxes (pyxides).
81

myrrh, soap, and sometimes the dowiy.

Apparently the pyxis was accompanied by many other gifts that were intended to help the
bride set up house with her new husband. The pyxis, on the other hand, because of its
illustrations, also seems to take on the role of memento. It serves the purpose of a
79
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Oakley 1993, 6
Oakley 1993, 7
Quotation of Pausanius according to Eustathius’ commentary on Iliad 24.29, Oakley 1993, 14
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container for make-up, jewelry used to adorn the bride before the wedding or other
trinkets as discussed earlier; however, the main function may have been the memories
linked with the piece. In other words, it was the ancient equivalent to a snapshot.
constantly reminding a wife of her wedding day.
One common scene found on Attic red-figure pyxides illustrates the point at the
wedding ceremony when the bride offers sacrifice to a goddess, usually Artemis,
Aphrodite or Hera.^“ An example of this action can be found on a red-figure pyxis from
the Oppenheimer group (Mainz University 166; fig. 2.14). The vessel depicts a young
bride with her attendant offering a large container possibly filled with wine to the seated
goddess Artemis, who is denoted by an inscription. Usually Artemis was the first goddess
to whom a bride would offer sacrifice. The bride’s attendant carries what appears to be
jewelry. Three columns in the Doric style surround the procession of the two women
possibly providing a temple setting. Outside the structure, two other women appear to be
holding hands. They could be priestesses of Artemis dancing in unison, for Artemis is
83

associated with dance, or they could be members of the wedding party,

The owner of

this vessel might have constantly been reminded of her sacrifice to the goddess, therefore
serving as a memento to evoke the memory of her wedding.
The same conclusion concerning the function of the iconography can be derived
from scenes of the bridal procession. A pyxis attributed to the Marley Painter(430 B.C.
London 1920. 23-21.1; figs. 2.15 and 2.16) illustrates a wedding procession through the
streets leading to the house of the groom. There are eight figures in all surrounding the
belly of the pyxis. The first figure is a woman, presumably the mother of the bride.
82
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standing in her doorw^ay observing the wedding party, which marches from her house
84

through her street.

85

A woman bearing a large vessel called a lebes gamikos (fig. 2.14),

another with a box balanced on her head, a man carrying a sickle, a man and a veiled
woman, presumably the bride, in a chariot pulled by four stallions all leave the bride’s
home. Another woman facing the couple, also carrying a sickle, greets the parade. The
last figure, a male clad in a tunic and crowned with laurel, leads the party to a final door.
This figure could be the groom’s attendant or parachos, leading the bride to her
86

husband’s home, therefore sealing the marriage,

This passage from door to door serves
87

as a reminder of the bride’s journey or coming of age from maiden to woman.
The actual ritual, however, was not the only wedding subject found on pyxides.
Myths concerning marriage were also very common. The most popular was that of
Thetis and Peleus, which became a paradigm for human marriage (fig. 2.18). This scene
is represented with the mortal Peleus wrestling Thetis so that he might claim the immortal
sea nymph as his bride. Thetis played hard-to-get, shape-shifting into various ferocious
beasts because she was mortified at having to marry a mortal. This wrestling of man
and woman personifies the essence of marriage and became a meaningful symbol of the
89

relationship between man and wife.
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a partial view otherpeplos, a garment worn by women.
A vessel assoeiated with the ritualistic bath during the wedding ceremony (fig. 2.17)
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Images; Chapter 11: A Discussion on Shape

FIGURE: 2.1

geometric pyxis
Attic geometric pyxis
ca. 800 B.C.(Louvre, inv.no. A 514)
source: Perseus Project
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FIGURE 2.2
CORINTHIAN PYXIS
Corinthian type A pyxis
(Edinburghinv.no. 1956.424)
source: Roberts 1978, 1.2
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FIGURE: 2.3
TYPE A PYXIS
source: Roberts 1978, 203
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FIGURE 2.4
TYPE B
source: Kanowski 1984, 127
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FIGURE 2.5
TYPEC
source: Roberts 1978, 218
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FIGURE 2.6
TYPE D
source: Kanowski 1984, 127
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FIGURE 2.7
THE SHAPE OF THE ROBINSON PYXIS
Side View of the Robinson Pyxis, T}^e C
source: Perseus Project

FIGURE 2.8
MARBLE PYXIDES SIMILAR TO THE ROBINSON PYXIS
Marble pyxides from the National Museum of Athens
source; photo taken by Dr. Aileen Ajootian
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FIGURE 2.9
MARBLE PYXIDES-TOP VIEW
Marble pyxides from the National Museum of Athens
source: photo taken by Dr. Aileen Ajootian
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FIGURE 2.10
MARBLE PYXIDES-SIDE VIEW
Marble pyxides from the National Museum of Athens
source: photo taken by Dr. Aileen Ajootian
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FIGURE: 2.11
PYXIS ON THE LUDOVISl THRONE
close view of marble style p>ais (type C)on tlie Ludovisi throne
(Rome. Museo Nazionale Romano)
source; Roberts 1978, 85.2

FIGURE: 2.12
FULL VIEW OF LUDOVISl THRONE PANEL
Full view of 1 panel of the Ludovisi throne
source; Museo Nazionale Romano
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FIGURE: 2.13
MARTIAL ICONOGRAPHY ON A PYXIS
Top of a type C Pyxis with Amazon warriors and horse iconography
Leafless Group, black figure ca. 500-490 B.C.
(Louvre, inv. no. CA 3738)
source: Roberts 1978, 9.1, 12.1
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FIGURE: 2.14
WEDDING procession AND SACRIFICE TO ARTEMIS
Type A pyxis with wedding procession to the temple of Artemis for sacrifice,
Attic Red Figure from the Oppenheimer Group.(Mainz University, inv. no. 116)
source: Oakley 1993,54
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FIGURE 2.15
WEDDING PROCESSION TO THE GROOM'S HOUSE SIDE A
Type A pyxis with a wedding procession from the house of the bride to the house of her new husband,
Attic red-figure by the Marlay Painter (London, British Museum, inv. no. 1920.12-21.1)
source: Perseus Project
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FIGURE: 2.16
WEDDING PROCESSION TO THE GROOM’S HOUSE SIDE B
Type A pyxis with a wedding proeession from the house of the bride to the house of her new husband,
Attic red-figurc by the Marlay Painter(London, British Museum, inv. no. 1920.12-21.1)
source;
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FIGURE: 2.17
LEBES GAMIKOS
red figure lebes ganiikos
ea. 4.i0-420 B.C. attributed to the Washington painter
sourec: Reeder 1995. 230

FIGURE: 2.18
THETIS AND PELEUS
Attie red-figure kylix signed by Peithinos
ca. 500 B.C.
(Berlin, Antikensammlung Staatlichc Mtiseen zu Berlin Preussischer Kulturbesitz, inv. no. F 22279)
source: Reeder 1995, 341
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Chapter III
A look at the Artist and His Other Works

The Sotheby Painter
The Robinson Attic white-ground pyxis appears to be the product of the Sotheby
Painter according to John Beazley. Not much is known about this particular artist, who is
thought to have produced one other pyxis and a clay bobbin according to Beazley’s
ARV_. Previously, Beazley associated this artist with the Penthesilea workshop;
however, later he believed the two to be completely different due to particular painting
styles. Beazley connected the two painters because of a presumed relationship between
the artists and the potter who produced their type A pyxides. That is to say, the two
workshops probably used the same potter.^^The Sotheby Painter produced most of his
work around 460-450 B.C.; however, few works have been attributed to his hand.^^

A

catalogue of the other two Sotheby Painter pieces, as well as a pyxis associated with this
individual can create an appreciation for the manner of his line quality, the diversity of
his iconography, as well as his small scale and fine details.

90

ARV_ 11S,“Early Classic Painters of Smaller Pots’
Mertens 1977, 138
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The Baltimore Pyxis
Besides the Robinson Collection pyxis, one other pyxis is attributed to the hand of
the Sotheby Painter; this is the name-piece of the painter (fig. 3.1). This vessel is found in
Baltimore at the Walters Art Gallery and was included in a Sotheby sales catalogue on
Dec. 7, 1920.^“ The pyxis is also white-ground depicting Maenads,female worshipers of
Dionysus, on the belly of the piece (fig, 3.2); and is considered a type A pyxis. A close
comparison of the paintings of the Robinson pyxis and the Baltimore pyxis yields many
similarities. The line quality is very similar to the Robison pyxis, for it is mainly finely
rendered contour lines with minimal details on the faces of the individuals. The drapery
and the attention to the way the garments drape is also very similar to the Robinson
pyxis. This piece, like the Robinson pyxis, could also be inspired by wall painting
because of the line quality and the use of color washes.

The Athens Bobbin
One of the most intriguing pieces included in the Sotheby Painter’s repertoire is a
so-called bobbin, the function of which is unknown but is explained by many different
theories. The shape is similar to a modern-day yo-yo. It consists of two disks with
decoration on the front-side, attached by a cylindrical attachment in the middle.^^ There
are small holes found on the disk leading many to believe that the object might have been
suspended by a cord.^"^ According to the Beazley Archive only eight bobbins exist. The
hypothetical purposes of this peculiar shape include erotic, magical, or rite-of-passage
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ARVllA-115, 1 ,● Baltimore, inv. no. 48. 2019 Greece; Journal of the Walters Art Gallery 1946, 66
Beazley named the painter after the Sotheby Catalogue; Reeder 1995, 391-92
Clark 2002, 73
Clark 2002, 73
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functions. The most common decoration found on the bobbin is rendered in either
white-ground or red-figure techniques.^^ This Sotheby Painter bobbin is housed in the
National Museum in Athens. It is white-ground with one side (side A, fig. 3.3) showing
what appears to be Eos in the center encircled by the rape of the daughters of Leukippos.
One the opposite side (side B, fig. 3.4), Europa on a bull is in the center surrounded by a
scene of two youths ambushing three maidens and a chariot. The identity of this scene is
unknown.

The Louvre Pyxis
This particular piece is not attributed to the Sotheby Painter; however, Beazley
suggests in his ARV_ that there is some possible connection. This is due to the linear
style of painting as well as the use of color washes on the white ground. It is a type A,
white- ground pyxis depicting Perseus and Medusa.^^ It is probable that the artist is
somehow connected with the Sotheby Painter’s style and technique. He may have been
an apprentice, worked in the same workshop or took inspiration from large scale wall
paintings. Although the two hands are similar and are both associated with smaller
vessels, there are some differences that cause one to believe that this pyxis belongs to
another. The details in the face, as well as the drapery appear to be slightly different.
Other aspects such as the delicate contour lines appear to be similar. This piece cannot
be included in the Sotheby Painter’s repertoire because of these differences; however,
one can speculate that the two artists either had a master-apprentice relationship or
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worked in the same workshop, for many techniques of an artist were learned from a
master.

The Penthesilea Painter
Because there are some who believe the Robinson pyxis to be a later work of the
Penthesilea Painter, it is important to consider why this attribution was made. This
particular painter is not as mysterious as the Sotheby Painter, due to the fact that his
workshop was so prolific and because he is so widely studied. The Penthesilea Painter
and his workshop were active around 450-430 B.C.^^ This workshop is thought to have
been one of the largest producers of red-figure cups in the fifth century.^^ He received
his name from a kylix attributed to him depicting Achilles and the Amazon queen
Penthesilea at her death (fig. 3.5).'®° It is thought that he was the student of the
101

Pistoxenos Painter.

John Beazley determined this because there is evidence that two

hands appeared to be at work in the same workshop with one painting the exterior of the
cup and one painting the interior or the tondo.*®^ The Penthesilea painter is also known
103

for his skill in white-ground.
This painter is associated with a very prolific workshop thriving around the same
time as the Sotheby Painter. Although he mainly worked on cups, he is also known for
his skill on pyxides, which were mostly type A. There are many characteristics that are
unique to Penthesilea Painter pyxides; however many pieces attributed to him differ in
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size and small details. This usually happens when one artist heads a large workshop, in
which many painters at work under his tutelage. The most famous of these pyxides is a
104

white-ground, red-figure specimen currently in New York (fig. 3.6).

This piece is

considered the best example of the workshop because of the fine details and the marriage
between the red-figure and the white-ground.'®^ The New York pyxis depicts the
judgment of Paris on the belly of the piece, while palmettes and interlocking meanders
encircle the lid.

106

This pyxis is often compared in shape to the Sotheby Painter’s

Baltimore pyxis as well as the Louvre pyxis, in shape. Both have asymmetrical walls.
That is to say, one wall has a flatter, concave curve that gets thicker at the base. The
other wall is only slightly curved. ® These asymmetrical details suggest that the same
potter produced the vessels. Since both the Penthesilea Painter and the Sotheby Painter
are among the few painters to have bobbins attributed to them, this potter might have also
produced the rare shape (fig. 3.7). Later vases from this workshop show a decline in
108

quality as well as the use of the white-ground technique (fig. 3.8).

The workshop did

continue its red-figure tradition. Many decorative bands appear sloppy and hastily
executed. There is also evidence that the potter of the later workshop was not as skilled
and is considered average by most scholars because of his vessel’s messily constructed
109

joints.
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Penthesilea Painter vs. Sotheby Painter
The attribution of the Robinson pyxis to the Penthesilea Painter might simply be
based on the Penthesilea Painter’s use of the pyxis as well as his abundance of horses and
his famous name piece with the Amazon Penthesilea (fig. 3.4). This might have caused
Robinson to jump to a quick conclusion regarding the artist because the mounted warrior
on the lid was identified as an Amazon. He believes, however, the Penthesilea Painter
would have been influenced by similar scenes from the Stoa Pokile or Painted Stoa by the
1 10

artist Mikon.

While this may be true, it is doubtful that the Penthesilea Painter was the

only one who was inspired by monumental painting in the town center of Athens;
especially if so many of the painters were connected with the same workshops.
The Penthesilea Painter’s Amazon queen

Ill

was rendered more traditionally in the

style of the sixth century B.C. That style is much more Greek than that of the Robinson
pyxis, which is more Persian or barbarian. The Amazon flanking the right side of the
Penthesilea cup’s interior does appear more foreign; however, she is not the central image
of the piece. Perhaps the Penthesilea painter wished to depict his subject in a more Greek
manner, as opposed to the more barbaric Amazon on the right, in order to evoke empathy
for her death or connect her to Achilles. Regardless of the reasons, the inclusion of two
different Amazon costumes is not apparent on the Robinson pyxis, perhaps denoting that
the scene does not narrate the death of Penthesilea. While there are few works of the
Sotheby Painter to compare to our pyxis, he must not be ruled out as its artist. Beazley
believes the painting techniques to be the same, regardless of the subject matter. The
110
Ill

Robinson 1930, 180
This refers to Penthesilea; her role in the Amazonomachy at Troy will be discussed in chapter 4.
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connection, however, betw^een the Sotheby Painter and the Penthesilea Painter must not
be ignored. The Robinson pyxis is unlike any other Penthesilea pyxides, which are
generally type A. The Sotheby Painter did produce a type A pyxis and possibly used the
same potter, due to a unique asymmetry of the walls of the vessel. The evidence,
however, and an analysis of the styles all point to the Sotheby Painter. Although the two
were very skilled at producing images on such small vessels, there are indications that the
Sotheby Painter strayed from the workshop of the Penthesilea due to his line quality and
heavy contour lines with minimal intricate details. This workshop was very large and
prolific; however, it is probable that the Sotheby Painter was connected with the
Penthesilea workshop. There is no denying that the two artistic hands share qualities;
however, the evidence identifies the piece as a unique member of one of the most
mysterious painters of Athenian vessels. Because the Sotheby Painter has never been
heavily studied, and because there are only three pieces attributed to him, it is very
difficult to grasp this painter’s story. It is possible to speculate on what might have
inspired the Sotheby Painter, or at least the Robinson pyxis. Due to the heavy contour
lines as well as the use of colored washes, Athenian monumental wall painting could
have been an inspiration for the Sotheby Painter, as discussed below. A close look the
iconography of the Robinson pyxis will shift from the identity of the painter and
concentrate mainly on the history and myths surrounding the imagery the Sotheby Painter
decided to paint.
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Images for Chapter 111: The Painter

FIGURE 3.1
BALTIMORE PYXIS
Attic type A pyxis, with maenad imagery by the Sotheby Painter
H (with lid) 19.7 cm. H (without lid) 13.3 cm, Diam. 14.5 cm. ca. 460-459 B.C.
(Walters Art Gallery, inv.no. 48.2019)
source: Reeder 1995, 391

FIGURE 3.2
DETAIL OF BALTIMORE PYXIS
source: Reeder 1995, 391
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FIGURE 3.3
SOTHEBV P.AINTER BOBBIN SIDE A
Attic white-ground bobbin
attributed to the Sotheby Painter
(Athens National Museum)
source: photograph taken by Dr. Ailcen Ajootian

s

FIGURE 3.4
SOTHEBY PAINTER BOBBIN SIDE b
Attic white-ground bobbin
attributed to the Sotheby Painter
(Athens National Museum)
source: photograph taken by Dr. Aileen Ajootian
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FIGURE 3.5
PENTHESILE.-\ PAINTER NAME PIECE
Rcd-nguro kylix, name piece of the Penthesilea Painter,
Interior ofa kylix showing the death of Penthesilea by the hand of Achilles
ca. 460-440 B.C.(Munich, Staatlichc Antikensammlungcn und Glyptothek inv. no. 2688)
source: Reeder 1995, 108

FIGURE 3.6
PENTHESILEA PAINTER’S NEW YORK PYXIS
White Ground with red-figure, type A pyxis, attributed to the Penthesilea Painter,
the judgement of Paris,
ca. 470 B.C.(New York inv. no. 07.286.36.)
source: Clark 2002, 136
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FIGURE 3.7
PENTHESILEA PAINTER BOBBIN
Pcnlhcsilca Bobbin from Vari,
youth at an altar, ca. 470 B.C.
(Athens, National Museum 28006)
source: Pipili 2002, 71

F

FIGURE 3.8
EXAMPLE OF TFIE LATER PENTHESILEAN WORKSHOP
Type A pyxis, red-figure,
Penthesilea Workshop, Painter of Heidelberg
ca. 440 BC (Paris, Louvre inv. no. CA 636)
source; Roberts 1978,41.2
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Chapter IV
The Amazon: A look at the Iconography
After a close analysis of the Robinson pyxis, it is apparent that the lid is adorned
with an Amazon and tw^o foot soldiers. The iconography of this piece plays a major part
in demonstrating just how unique and multifaceted the Robinson pyxis truly is. A battle
between Amazons and Greeks, called an Amazonomachy, is fairly uncommon on the
female-oriented pyxides. An investigation of these unique mythological beings adds
tremendous insight into the function of the pyxis’ iconography as well as how Athenians
would view such imagery.
Amazons are one of the most intriguing mysteries of the ancient world, inspiring
scholars for centuries to associate them with a historical people. They have been
112

identified as “a beardless small-stature race of bow-toting mongoloids.
possibly the first communists,
invasion,’

Hittites,

113

warriors protecting a mother goddess from foreign

as well as many other identities, in a futile attempt to prove their existence.

Amazon studies should not concentrate on whether or not they were real but on how the
Athenians perceived them, regardless of how fascinating it is to place them in historical
context. The myths surrounding the Amazons were more than likely well known by all
Athenians, for they appeared in many different media including sculpture, wall painting
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and vase painting. Of course it would be impossible to say exactly how these images and
stories affected the Athenians, but through the remnants of this mythological people it is
possible to understand the obsession they had with differentiating themselves from these
monsters. The iconography of the Robinson pyxis can be analyzed through Amazon
literature and art. The three main Amazonomachies or battles with Amazons, literature
(including accounts by ancient historians) and other painted vessels with Amazon
iconography will all be discussed in order to explain why this particular scene resides on
the lid of the Robinson pyxis.

Amazonomachies
There are three main Amazonomachies that frequently appear in art and literature:
Achilles’ fight with Penthesileia, Herakles’ Ninth Labor, and Theseus’ defense of Athens.
One of the most famous Amazonomachies resided on the shield of Pheidias’ monumental
statue Athena Parthenos (fig. 4.1), housed inside the Parthenon on the Athenian
Acropolis (fig. 4.2). According to ancient sources such as Pausanius, the shield contained
116

elements seen in a typical mid fifth-century Amazon invasion on Athens.

That is to

say, most of the Amazonomachies were based on confrontation between Amazons and
Greeks. This is not only apparent in sculptural representations such as the Parthenon, the
Athenian treasury at Delphi (fig. 4.3) and the temple of Apollo at Bassae (fig. 4.4), but
also in vase painting.’'^ These Amazonomachies are essential to understanding Greek

116
117

DuBois 1982, 65; the shield is only known through such sources
DuBois 1982,65
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culture because they not only represented a rich mythological tradition but also helped
118

the ancients explain the world and other peoples around them.

Achilles
Although the Iliad ends with the death of Hector, it is known that Amazons aided
the Trojans during their war with the Achaeans. In fact some translate the last line of the
Iliad to suggest that the Amazons were on their way to the coast of Asia Minor to help
1 19

the Trojans.

Besides Homer, other poets such as Arctinus in his Aethiopis, Virgil in his

Aeneid and the post-Homeric Quintus of Smyrna (third century A.D.) wrote down the
legend of Achilles and the Amazon queen Penthesilea and how he fell in love with her as
she died by his hand. Quintus of Smyrna describes the arrival of the Amazons at Troy, as
well as the appearance of Penthesileia. It is said that:
The Trojans hurried round from eveiy side, man>eling greatly
when they

tireless Ares' daughter in her tall greaves. She

looked like the blessed gods, for about her face there was a
120

beauty at once terrible and splendid.

Although Quintus is a fairly late source, the Penthesileia of vase painting shares her
ethereal qualities.
The presence of the Amazons at Troy, and their encounter with Achilles
presents a deep link between the Amazon warrior and the Achaean hero. These
similarities, such as brute strength and bravery on the battlefield are accentuated
when Achilles falls in love with the dying queen. A comparison between a Greek
118
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and an Amazon is an early tradition in which the warrior women appeared similar
to the Greeks. Early representations of the Trojan Amazonomachy presented
Achilles and Penthesilea in the same manner (fig. 4.5). They both are dressed in
Greek costume and wield the same weapons. Even later examples depicted
Penthesilea wearing a Greek costume often accompanied with comrades donning
more foreign apparel. Sometimes the Amazon queen is represented with Greek
attire but with one small element of her barbarity such as a cap or a bow (fig. 4.6).
The relationship between the two soldiers is very striking, reminding the viewer
not of physical lust but admiration. Perhaps the story of Achilles and Penthesilea
does not serve to represent the Amazons as monstrous, but as an admirable foe of
the Greeks.

Herakles
Another early Amazonomachy occurs in Herakles’ Ninth Labor.

Herakles was
121

commissioned to perfonn twelve grueling labors also called the Dodekathlos.

These

labors included various tasks given to him by King Eurysthes such as killing the Nemean
lion, the Lemian Hydra, Erythmanthian Boar, the Ceryneian Deer, the Stymphalian Birds,
and cleaning out a stable of Augeas, full of horse dung. The ninth labor involved stealing
a girdle or belt from the Amazon queen (fig. 4.7). According to myth, Herakles ventured
to the Amazon city of Themiscyra and bravely attempted to seize the girdle of the
Amazon queen, often represented with an inscription on vases as Andromache. Literary
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sources, how e\ cr, say the queen is Hippolyte.’“ Around 417 in the Heracles, Euripides
records the story:
He gathered no mean throng offriends from Greece and came
through the surge of Lake Axine to the mounted host of the
Amazons to get the gold-decked garment of the dress of Ares’
daughter. a deadly hunting for a girdle. Greece received the
123

famous hoot}' oftheforeign maid and keeps it in Mycenae.

This scene was very popular in both sculpture and vase painting. A typical sixthcentury black figure vase, like the Antimenes painter’s black figure Amphora in
the Robinson Collection (Mississippi, 1977.3.57, fig. 4.8), would show Herakles
with his signature lion skin, a side-kick and other followers overcoming a
vanquished Amazon dressed in Greek attire. This scene was depicted in many
different fashions during the sixth century: Herakles with his followers fighting
the Amazons, Herakles fighting alone with his throng looking on and later just
Herakles and the Amazons. The popularity of the subject has been related by
scholars to the reign of Pisistratus, a sixth-century tyrant of Athens who
124

associated himself with Herakles.

It seems that this scene became a bit

exhausted during this time, ushering in the popularity of a new myth focusing on
125

the accomplishments of the Athenian hero Theseus.
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Theseus
Theseus’ mythological emergence occurred towards the end of the sixth century.
Even though he was from Troizen, he was considered an Athenian hero famous for
126

killing the Minotaur and the rape of the Cretan princess Ariadne,

His encounter with

the Amazons began w hen he raped and captured an Amazon warrior (fig. 4.9). In anger
the Amazons went to Athens to rescue their comrade and attempted to sack the
Acropolis. They w'ere eventually unsuccessful and a peace treaty emerged between the
two factions. Theseus ultimately had a son with his captive Amazon, yet married an
127

Athenian woman, Phaedra.

This provoked an attack by the jaded Amazon captive
128

during the wedding; however, she was swiftly killed by none other than Herakles.
It appears that political occurrences from around 510 B.C. caused this story to
become popular. The Alcmaeonidae, as well as other aristocratic families, took over
Athens and restored democracy thanks to the Spartans, who aided them, ending the
tyrannical rule of Pisistratos. This family gained much wealth and influence while in the
sacred city of Delphi and provided the inspiration for metope sculptures depicting
129

Theseus and the Amazons on the Athenian treasury, as well as the Eretrian pediment.
The rape or abduction of the Amazon was a common scene on temple relief sculpture and
on vases dating before the Persian wars, which occurred in 490 and 480-79 B.C.
After 490 B.C., the myth evolved into Theseus killing the Amazon along with all
her fellow tribeswomen. It is very important to remember that the rape of a barbarian
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such as an Amazon was considered heroic. As rime progressed, however, Theseus rape
was overshadowed by his even more heroic defense of Athens after the Persian wars.
This could have occurred because many fifth-century philosophers argued that rape was
130

not something a just king and hero would perform on anyone.
The story of the defense of Athens was extremely popular especially towards the
beginning of the fifth century with the onset of the Persian wars. After the Greeks were
defeated by the Persians, with the capture of Milems in 495 B.C., they engaged in a back
and forth conflict by sending ships to lay waste to Sardes(a Persian capital). Likewise the
Persians attempted to defeat Greek forces at Marathon in 490 B.C., yet failed. These
● 131

historical events of the fifth century provoked a fear of foreigners or barbaroi.

which

appears to have manifested itself in classical representations of the Amazons.
In art, the myth of Theseus and the Amazons was propagated in the fifth century
especially on vases (figs. 4.10 and 4.11). After the Persian invasion of Athens, the scene
took on an almost propaganda-like quality, especially because Amazons were related to
the invading Persians. Amazons were almost always shown vanquished by Theseus, and
in myth the whole race of the Amazon was reportedly destroyed. They become the
elemental foreign foe, a paradigm for historical encounters with the Persian Barbaroi.
This echoes a fear and distaste for foreigners, which is apparent in the depiction of
Amazons on many vases dating to the time of the Persian wars and afterwards.
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After the Amazonomachies
Herodotos' Histories. Book IV explains what happened to the Amazons after the
defense of Athens and their defeat by the Greeks. It is said that they were defeated near
the River Theimodon in Asia Minor. His account in essence leads the reader to believe
that the end of the Amazons occurred because of their infiltration with the Scythian men.
These men left with the Amazons and inhabited the area around Lake Maeotis in Asia
132

Minor.

This union between the two peoples created a new tribe called the

Sauromatae.'^^ Herodotos explains:
Ever since then the women of the Sauromatae have followed
their ancient usage: they ride a-hunting with their men or
without them; they go to war, and wear the same dress as the
men.

The language of the Sauromatae is Scythian, but not

spoken in its ancient purit}’, seeing that the Amazons never
rightly learnt it. In regard to marriage, it is the custom that no
virgin weds till she has slain a man of the enemy; and some of
them grow old and die unmarried, because they cannotfulfill the
i.u

law.

Herodotus has taken the myth of the Amazons and integrated it into Greek history,
justifying their absence after Theseus.

Although there are no other major

Amazonomachies, their legend did not die out. The famed fourth-century Macedonian
king Alexander the Great reportedly had an affair with an Amazon queen; however,
according to the second-century A.D. historian Arrian, such a claim is preposterous.

132
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These stories only continued the fanciful tradition of Greek heroes such as Achilles,
Herakles and Theseus subjugating Amazons.

Amazons as the Other
It is important that one try to understand the nature of the Amazons and how they
are categorized in the obscure group called the “other” in ancient art and culture. The
“other” refers to those whom the ancient Greeks have deemed different from what is
normal in Greek society. What is considered abnormal is being compared to the Greek
male citizen, so those who diverge from this template, including barbarians, females,
135

animal hybrids and other “monsters” are given no role in the polis or city,

This

thought found its apex in the fifth century B.C., when the philosophers and playwrights
of the time constantly emphasized the importance of the Greek male citizen and that no
136

other entity besides another Greek male could be placed on an equal level,

Women

were not included in the civic life of the Athenian polis. Regardless of their valuable
contribution of children and household duties their “difference [from the Athenian male]
signifies nonidentity.

137

To summarize the Greek male citizen’s state of mind, the

philosopher Thales explains what he is most grateful for, thus proving how important his
gender and ethnicity were to him according to Diogenes of Laertius. He says:
proton men hoti anthropos egnomen kai ou therion eita hoti
aner kai ou gime triton hoti Hellen kai ou barbaros
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This translates as:
. . . First that I was born a human being and not one of the
brutes, next that I

born a man and not a woman; thirdly a
13S

Greek and not a barbarian.

Amazons, who embody that which men fear in women, appear in myth and art
constantly. They serve as monsters which must be quelled in battle or deceived through
trickery, in the same manner as a number of monstrous “others.” They are confronted by
the bravest Greek heroes such as Bellerophon, Achilles, Herakles, and Theseus. Strabo
(ca. 64 B.C. to 24 A.D.) elaborates on this idea, giving thought to the Greek idea of the
monstrous:
A peculiar thing has happened in the account of the
Amazons. Other accounts keep the mythical and historical
elements distinguished. The ancient, deceitful and
monstrous, they call myths, whereas histoiy aims at the
truth, whether ancient or modern and the monstrous has
either no place or only an infrequent one. Concerning the
Amazons, however the same things are said now as in
ancient times, things that are monstrous and beyond belief.
Who could believe that an army or city or nation ofwomen
139

could be organized without men?

Contrary to many other monstrous mythological entities, the Amazons are fairly well
developed, possibly in order to explain the many questions concerning procreation which
138
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might arise in an all-female society. They are said to worship Ares and Artemis. Annually
they met with men to produce children; however, besides this yearly occurrence there
140

was no need for men in their society.
When understanding the Amazons it is also important to stress the ancient Greek
idea of race, which was not based on a person’s color. Instead the differentiating factor
141

was language.

Greeks more heavily defined ethnicity during the wars with Persia,

which ended in 478 BC. The Persians, a non-Greek speaking people from the east, had
tried to assimilate Greece into their empire. During tliis time the Greeks employed war to
separate things which should not be placed together, such as Greeks and barbarian.
During the fifth century, artists portrayed this separation of race not through war with
Persians, but with Amazons and other non-Greek mythological entities. The clash ofsuch
142

polar opposites is only proper in war, not in thepolis.

Amazon Culture
References to the Amazons in literature are seen as early as Homer. In book three
of the Iliads the Trojan King Priam refers to a previous battle with the Amazons. He says.
And I took my stand among them, comrade-in-arms/the
day the Amazons struck, a match for men in war/ but not
even those hordes could match these hordes of yours/
143

yourfieiy-eyed Achaeans.
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This early reference clearly indicates that the Amazons are a very old mythological
people, which undergos cultural evolution throughout the entirety of their existence in
Greek myth. Homer, who is thought to have taken much of his poem from an oral
tradition, refers to the Amazons through one of the oldest characters in his Iliad. The
tradition that these barbarians plagued the Greek peoples through war is a long-standing
one. Besides the Iliad, much more can be discovered about the culture of the Amazons
through many ancient historians. These writers do not prove the existence of the
Amazons but give excellent insight into the development of their culture through the eyes
of the Greeks.
Amazons existed in a society that is labeled as ethnos gynaikokratoumenon, or “a
nation where women have the power,

144

Their culture, however, was recorded by a

patriarchal society in stark opposition of Greek customs. At first glance these women
warriors serve to pervert the traditionally male Greek society. They did not raise children
145

and perform woman’s duties. Instead, at a yoimg age they trained for battle.

Issues in

Amazon society such as weaponry, marriage, procreation, and social structure are all
pertinent in understanding this ethnos and are all found in the ancient sources. In the first
century B.C., Diodorus Siculus’ description of the Amazons not only provides us with a
geographical context but also cultural. He says.Beside the Thermodon River, they say, was a nation ruled by
women where women shared the obligations of war equally with
men. One woman, who possessed the royal power, excelled the
rest in courage and strength. She organized and trained an
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army of women and subdued some ofher neighbors. Growing in
bravery and fame she campaigned unceasingly against nearby
peoples.

Her fortunes prospered and she took on lofty

aspirations. She called herself daughter ofAres and assigned to
the men the spinning of wool and the domestic work of the
women. She established laws according to which the women
went to the contests of war, and humility and slaveiy were
fastened on the men. They mutilated the legs and arms of the
males who were born, rendering them useless for war. They
seared the right breast ofthe female infants in order to prevent it
from swelling out and being in the way when their bodies
matured. For this reason the nation ofAmazons received their
146

name.

Descriptions such as these might appear to contain everything one should know about the
Amazons. Diodorus does demonstrate a pattern seen with the other historians. Amazons
were completely involved with the outside, while men were burdened with indoor tasks
such as child care and textiles, a reversal of Greek practice. Diodorus also gives us an
example of exactly how one Amazon queen led her people in education, worship and
battle:

She exercised in the chase the maidensfrom their earliest
girlhood and drilled them daily in the arts of war, and she
also established magnificentfestivals both to Ares and to
the Artemis who is called Tauropolos.
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Then she

campaigned against the territory lying beyond the Tanais,
and subdued all the peoples one after the other asfar as
Thrace
Social issues such as gender roles are a major topic surrounding the Amazons and
influence how a Greek patriarchal society views them. When looking at the culture of the
Amazons, however, this strict gender issue is not the only aspect oftheir lives that should
be analyzed. Geography, religion, weaponry, marriage and procreation are all important
in understanding how the Greeks constructed mythology surrounding Amazons.

Geography
Amazons, although associated with Greece, are often linked with lands outside of
the Greek mainland. According to ancient sources, they have been said to originate from
western Asia Minor in modern-day Turkey, between the Black Sea and the Pontus
Mountains, as well as the Caucasus Mountains into modern-day Ukraine and Russia (fig.
148

12).

Sometimes, these ancient historians refer to an early race of Amazons from Africa

around what is currently Libya. It is important to analyze where these ancient histonans
have placed these women, because their references often demonstrate the abundance of
mythological traditions surrounding them.
Homer, the earliest source who mentioned the Amazons, located them in Lycia
150

149

and Phrygia on the Sangarius River.

A sequel to the Iliad, Arctinus’ Aethiopis

states

that Penthesileia is Thracian, from the region north of the Greek mainland. These
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references are

^ot as common, for many historians have followed Aeschylus’ tradition in
151

placing them

south of the Black Sea, near the river Thermodon.

This distant location

152

was the end

^he known world, or the oikoumene, to the Greeks.
the edge of an

This idea of being at

uncivilized frontier links the Amazons with other barbaric peoples and

creatures, such as those seen in Homer's Odyssey. They are said to inhabit the edge of
the earth with
Gofgons and the peoples of Atlantis, who were not considered barbaric but
civilized and

god-like.'” The inclusion of the Atlantians in the remote ends ofthe earth

infers that the Greeks thought some areas outside of Greece were an untouched paradise.
Not all remote areas contained monstrous inhabitants such as the Amazons. Diodorus
reinforces the

Greek th ought that those from

an unknown frontier were not as

technologically advanced as the Greeks, yet he also maintains a quasi-garden of Eden
State of the area. He says:
The Amazons Women, the niythographers say, lived on an island
called Hespera [evening],from its position toward the setting
sun. The island was in the marsh Tritonis. .. .it was ofgood size
and wasfilled with fruit bearing trees ofevery sort,from which
the inhabitants took sustenance. It also had a multitude offlocks
ofgoats and sheep, whose milk and meat their owners ate. The
nation did not use grain at all, because its use had not yet been
invented.154

The development of agriculture is associated not only with civilization but also with men.
Therefore in developing Amazons as the antithesis of a male dominated Greek society,
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mythographers had to place Amazons at the end of the earth, far away from Greek
civilization. Because of their distance, however, they maintain their bountiful paradise.
which has not yet been plagued by misfortune. Therefore, they had no need to grow their
own food. Most likely this is why the Amazons were not an agricultural people.

Religion
155

The religion of the Amazons generally revolved around with war and fertility.
Ares, the Greek god of war who, according to legend, fathered these women is one ofthe
major deities connected with them. This association with Ares both as parent and god
offers insight to the Amazons as a mythological war-like people. The Greeks liked this
god the least; therefore, he was a fitting father and deity for the Amazons. Only Ares
could be so loved by a war-like people who share in his lust for blood and chaos.
Apollonius of Rhodes documents in his epic about Jason and the Argonauts, how the
Amazons worshiped Ares:
. . . . then all together they[Jason and his men] went to the
temple ofAres to offer sacrifice ofsheep and in haste they
stood round the altar which was outside the roofless
temple, an altar built ofpebbles, within which a black stone
stood fixed, a sacred thing, to which ofyore the Amazons
all used to pray. Nor was it lawfulfor offerings ofsheep
and oxen, but they used to slay horses which they kept in
great herds.
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Artemis, Cybcle and the Phrygian Magna Mater are also prominent Amazon cults,
according to the ancient sources. Amazons are said to worship these deities in the same
way many Athenian women did during fertility rites. That is in an orgasmic frenzy. The
Athenian women, howe\ er, were still under the control of men as far as the rituals were
156

concerned, w hile the Amazon women were independent of men in their religious rites.

Costume
The issue of costume is one way to determine that the figures on the Robinson
pyxis are indeed Amazons. Amazons are often represented in the same costume as Greek
157

hoplites, but in many later cases they are shown in far more eastern attire,

This

predominantly eastern way of dressing includes trousers, tunics and boots (fig. 4.13 and
4.14). This attire is more common in red-figure and white-ground vases during or after
the Persian Wars. The belt, which is an important accessory for the Amazon,is often seen
strapped across the body. This strap could serve a purpose as some sort of horse tackle,
158

or horse tackle might simply be worn as a belt (fig. 4.15).

The distinct Persian or

eastern costume is one aspect that distinguishes the figures on the Robinson pyxis as
Amazons (fig. 4.14). The Persian wars took place no more than twenty years before the
Robinson pyxis is dated. The proximity of the wars and the vessel further suggest a
connection with the Persians. Regardless of what the scene represents, whether it be the
Bronze Age story of the Achaeans and the Amazons at Troy, or the defense of Athens by
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Theseus, the Persian dress of the Amazons became a classical convention. It
superimposed current interactions with Persia onto old stories and myths (fig. 4.16)

Weapons and Warfare
They have no right breast: for while they are yet babies
their mothers make a

red-hot bronze instrument

eonstruetedfor this veiy purpose and apply it to the right
breast and cauterize it, so that its growth is arrested and
all is strength and bulk are diverted to the right shoulder
159

and right arm.
160

The word Amazon can be manipulated to mean a mazos or no breast,

As

discussed above, they are said by some to have one breast removed in order to aid in
either the shooting of a bow or the throwing of a spear. It is not clear whether or not this
name was given to them for this reason or whether it is just an interpretation ofthe word.
What is clear, however, is that Amazons were commonly associated with war by the
Greeks.
The weapons of the Amazons, as seen on black-figure vases, are no different from
those of their Greek opponents. The Persian Wars armed the Amazons with quite
different equipment: those of the Persians.*^'The juxtaposition of typically Athenian
weapons and those of the barbaric Persians speaks volumes about how the Greeks viewed
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the Amazons as well as how they constructed warfare with those they considered
barbarian.
It is important to understand the archaic and classical Athenian Hoplite, or
infantryman, when analyzing the differences found in Amazons. The XtimHoplite comes
from the Greek word for weapon, hoplon, which can also be taken to mean shield.*^^ The
shield is said to be the most important accessory belonging to an Athenian soldier.
Because the fonnation of the soldiers was tightly packed, the shield was very specific in
design. It was latched on the left arm so that half the shield covered a soldier’s left side,
163

while the other half covered a comrade’s right side.

This brotherhood of protection is

very important to the success of the phalanx, a tightly packed battle formation, which can
be seen in the words of the Spartan general Tyrtaeus, using the same tactics and weapons
as the Athenians:
"O young men ” Tyrtaeus exhorts his fellow Spartans, “Remain
beside one another and fight. Do not begin shamefulflight or
panic. . . . Let man standfirm and remain fixed with both feet on
„I64

the ground biting his lips

Symbols on the shield, like the snake seen on the Robinson pyxis, were important in
165

identifying the soldier’s city. A snake may link a soldier to Athens (fig. 4.15).

Hoplites purchased their own armor and weapons, which included a spear and a
sword. The spear measured about 6-9 feet, which was much longer than those of the
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Egyptians and the Assyrians.

The spear was mainly used for close combat, with the

sword only employed as a secondary weapon.'*’These soldiers would fight alongside
168

Other citizens in phalanx, against their opponents.
The Amazons depicted on Greek painted pottery are both lightly and heavily
armed. Literature praises their light armor, which made them faster, more mobile and a
tough opponent to quell.

Their light armor and weapons were veiy similar to the

Persians’. They often carried a moon-shaped shield, probably made of animal hide, a
curved bow similar to those used by the Scythians, accompanied by an axe, spear, or
170

javelin.

They are differentiated from the Greeks by their equestrian tactics, as opposed

to the land attack of Athenian foot soldiers, and their bows.'^‘ The bows were not highly
regarded by the Greeks for two reasons. First, bows were a weapon used far away from
the front lines of the infantry and second, they were the most successful weapon the
Persians employed against the Greeks. An example of their power was seen at the battle
of Marathon, when the Greeks would rather charge heavily armed Persians immediately
rather than wait and deal with enemy missiles.

It is safe to say that Greeks hated the

bow, because it was difficult to overcome such a multitude of arrows, which

reportedly

covered the sun at the battle of Thermopylae. This weapon, as said before was
dishonorable and threatening and quite suitable for Amazons, who were also ttn-civilized
173

and threatening to the Greeks.
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The use of horses and axes further denotes a relationship between the Amazons
and the Persians. There is no reason to believe that the Amazons

were a wealthy people;

however, they preferred riding horseback, a privilege of wealthy, elite comman
.174

were said to be “golden shielded, silvered-axed.

This attribute of wealth probably
175

originated from the Persians and their display of gold and silver on their weapons,
Sourees describing the Immortals, or the Persian king Xerxes’ most capable troops, tell of
golden and siher pomegranates adorning spears. The equation of wealth to the Amazons
does not denote that the women thrived monitarily, but shows how easily the Greeks
176

associated Persian attributes wdth these mythological invaders during the 470s B.C.
This can be compared in detail to the pre-Persian Wars Amazon predecessors on black
figurevascs, who were identical to the Greeks in weapons and costume.

Marriage, Procreation and Children
Questions of marriage and procreation arise when one considers how the
Amazons sustained their population. A close look at Athenian marriage custom

can

demonstrate the radical differences between civilized marriage and the barbaric customs
of the Amazons.
Athenian marriage was dominated by male citizens and family members in highly
planned unions. Marriageable women were young, no older than 18 years of age.
Marriage was very public; witnesses were always present to validate true nuptials.
Consummation of the marriage was assumed when a bride would live in the same house
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as the husband. The Greek word for marriage reinforces this co-habitation, fQX synoikein
means “to share a house.”' Once the couple shared their house, a bride was modest yet
expected to fulfill her duty as child-bearer. Plutarch, although a late historian, does give
the modem reader some understanding of what was expected from an ancient bnde m his
Advice to the Bride and Groom:
The modest wife ought not to be most conspicuous in her
husband's eompany and stay in the house and hide when he is
awa\

Herodotus was mistaken when he said a woman takes off

her modesty along with her clothes. Quite the opposite, she puts
on modesty in their place, and the husband and wife show the
greatest modest}' as a toke of their very great love for each
other....The wife ought not have anyfeelings of her own butjoin
with her husband in his moods whether serious, playful,
.. rs
thoughtful orjoking

Conversely, marriage in this respect is unheard of in Amazon country. They do not marry
but are not opposed to sex with men for pleasure or procreation. The decision to have
children is made by the Amazons, and the child is reared by a male, who is a very low
ranking citizen in Amazon culture. Strabo provides a description of the mating rituals of
the Amazons, which are very different from the customs provided by Plutarch:
They have two special months when they go up to the
neighboring mountain on the border with the Gargarians. The
men

go up there following an ancient custom, to offer sacrifice

with the women and to mate with them for the sake of begetting
177
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children.

.-1 union occurs unseen and in the dark between

'Oman happens by.
w hatever man happens by with whatever m
Having impregnated them, the Gargarians

sent the women

1 'V

away.
Earlier, I lerodotus also documented a similar practice in his Histoiies.
In the middle ofeveiy day the Amazons used to split up into
ones ot● twos and go some uYzy apartfrom one another in
order to relieve themselves. When the Scythians noticed
this they did the same thing. One ofthem approached one
of the women who were all alone and the Amazon did not
repulse him. but let him have intercourse with her. She
could not speak to him because they did not understand
each other but she used gestures to tell him to return the
ne.xt day to the same place and to bring someone else with
him; she made it clear to him that there should be two of
them, and that she would bring another woman with her
too. . . .

ISO

Unlike Greek marriage, no contract between a man and a woman existed in Amazon
tradition. It was akin to the breeding of animals, outdoors and random. The Greeks
compared their civilized lifestyle with these stories of Amazon barbarity. The women,
once the children were brought to term, were also said to:
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keep whaieverfemale children are born, while they take the
males to the Gargarians to bring up. Each man claims one as
m
his own. believing it to be his son on account ofhis ignorance.

The instigator of sexual activity is also quite different between Amazons and
Greeks. Greek men, according the Plutarch were supposed to control the women and
dominated them through sexual activity. Conversely, sex is almost a form of conquest
for the Amazons. They sometimes pursue Greek heroes for sex and they initiate sex with
IS"'

*

men. " This domination of males is the antithesis of classical civilized marriages,
differentiating these barbaric women from the Greeks and creating a stark difference
between the two factions on the battlefield.

Amazons on Greek Vases
The Amazons have been a very important subject on Greek vases dating all the
way back to the Geometric period, spanning the Classical period and beyond to the
Hellenistic and Roman age. Amazons are not exclusive to Athens or Athenian vase
painting. They are also found, as discussed earlier, on wall paintings and pedimental
sculpture; however, a discussion of all their representations in all media would be quite
extensive. Instead a chronicle of the history of the Amazons on vases is important in
placing the Robinson Pyxis into the historical context of other vases that share the same
iconography.
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Early Amazons
One of the earliest representations of an Amazon was found on a votive shield at
183

Tiryns (fig. 4.17).

Only a portion remains, but what is recognizable is a scene with five

warriors. Two of the warriors are differentiated from the other three by both costume and
appearance. The t^A O are un-bearded, wear a draped peplos,

have high crested helmets

and are given what appear to be women’s breasts. This geometric scene is quite
unsophisticated compared to what would come later; however, it does prove that the
legends and knowledge of the Amazon were flourishing and possibly growing through
early art.
185

An early Corinthian alabastron from Samothrace

also provides us with a

186

representation of what appears to be African Amazons.

Here two groups of soldiers

face each other: Greeks and Amazons. Each name was painted on the vessel. The
Amazons are Areximacha, Alkinoa and Andromeda. Since Diodorus Siculus discussed
Amazons living on the northern coast of Africa and mentions three individuals by name,
Areximacha, Alkinoa, and Andromeda, this scene on the alabastron has been identified
with the African Amazon tribe. It is recorded that they fight Herakles, lolaos and
possibly Menoitas.*^^ Theses early Amazons again are dressed in the

peplos and have

high crested helmets. Two of them wield spears, while Areximacha is armed with a bow
and quiver. She also is distinguished because she does not wear the helmet, but a
Phrygian cap. At first glance this early representation might be extraordinary because of

1X3
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the names painted on the vessel. The names, however, do not connect with any known
188

legend or story, apart from what Diodorus says.

The Sixth Century and the Proliferation of the Amazon
The history of Amazon representation continues after a gap during the Proto-Attic
period until the beginning of black-figure vase painting, in the early sixth century B.C.
Amazons did not become a highly represented subject on all different types of vessel
shapes until the second quarter of the sixtli century, 575-550 B.C. During this zenith for
representation of the Amazons, many different stories were represented on the vessels,
Those containing inscriptions were linked with stories of Herakles and Telemon fighting
Andromache and sometimes Antimache, as well as countless other heroes and Amazons.
Herakles, however, was not the only hero battling Amazons during this time. Other
vessels dating from 575-550 B.C. depict Achilles and Penthesilea at Troy, or the battle of
Themiskyra. Herakles is said to have fought in this battle; however, many vases omit
him completely. Most of these scenes were fashioned in the same manner as the earlier
189

Herakles vessels compositionally, as discussed above.
Moreover, the same period brought forth black-figure Amazons as the main focus
of the scene without the inclusion of Greek heroes. Often they are shown leading horses,
or preparing for battle. There are only about 70 known examples of this subject matter
190

from the second half of the sixth century,

These vessels are unique because all have

completely different compositions rendered in various degrees of technical skill.
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Vessels with Mounted Amazon Warriors
Amazons on horseback are a common theme found on many painted vessels. This
category of Amazon iconography is divided in two subcategories, vessels with two
191

mounted warriors and those with just one.

The two-warrior category is found among

earlier vessels, most of which are neck-handled amphorae.'^” In this case, the riders face
193

each other with a vanquished soldier separating the two.

Two variations of this scene

are found, one of which depicts the rider on the left as a Greek and the rider on the right
an Amazon. The figure between the two is a fallen Amazon. Apparently there are no
pyxides with two mounted Amazons or a mounted Greek with a mounted Amazon.
There is one pyxis where only Greeks are mounted from the Nicosthenic workshop.
The second case depicts two Amazons charging a fallen Greek warrior.
Variations among both of the two categories are found. For instance one may show a
mounted Greek to the left, a mounted Amazon to the right, with a fallen Greek between
them; two Greeks on horseback charging at a fallen Amazon lying between the two; a
mounted Amazon on the left, a mounted Greek on the right with a fallen Greek between
the two; and finally the Amazon riding on the left, the Greek on the right with a fallen
Amazon between the two.'^'^
The Robinson pyxis falls under the second main category of mounted Amazons,
which includes twelve vases with only one Amazon rider. There may have been more
mounted Amazons on the damaged portion of the Robinson pyxis; however, there IS
i no
conclusive evidence.

This type usually shows the Amazon warrior with a vanquished
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show a
Greek often trying to protect himself from the oncoming horse. Other vanations
mounted Amazon archer attempting to flee the battle, or a Greek fleeing while tummg
195

around to view his enemy.

There are others, the Robinson Pyxis included, which show
to

a Greek warrior crouching on one knee on the ground either hiding or prepanng
196

ambush. The Greek is most often nude.

One other pyxis with this type of Amazon

iconography is an Athenian black-figure work found in the Agora, attnbuted the
Edinburgh Painter (fig. 4.18).'^^ Only a small portion of this piece remains. The head
and forelegs of the horse, along with one of the rider’s legs is all that is visible of the
Amazon. A fragmentary Greek hoplite holds his spear and shield, adorned with a rosette,
and charges the enemy. Decorative ivy entangles the two. This pyxis, at first glance,

. The
appears different from Robinson’s because the hoplite is so close to the Amazon
ivy, however, might serve as a veil for the hoplite preparing to ambush the Amazon.
Although the Robinson pyxis can be categorized as such, the damaged section could
represent another mounted Amazon. Because of the piece’s ambiguity it is probably not
safe to place the Robinson pyxis in a definite category. It can be compared to other
examples, however, so that one can attempt to find possible fillers for the damaged
portion void of decoration.

A Final Thought On Amazons: Fact or Fiction
Regardless of the Amazons’ rich mythological history, many questions about their
identity still arise, such as: who were the Amazons, where did they come from, and
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finally, are they myth or history? Most of what we know about them is either through
legend or through the narratives of historians such as Herodotus, Pausanias and others.
Many of these writers, as explained earlier, tried to place the Amazons in a geographical
context, explain their customs and laws, and describe their relationships with the Greeks.
Although much of what they say is known through older sources and possibly an oral
history, these ancient writers provide a window into how the Amazons were perceived
regardless whether they actually existed.
The mythography of the Amazons is demonstrated by the various customs
198

attributed to them.

As time developed Amazons became propaganda against other non-

mythological invaders who threatened the welfare of Athens. The Persian Wars not only
brought attention to Amazons, who in myth also breeched the Athenian Acropolis, but
changed their image to a more easterly monster than one native to the Greek mainland.
The interpretation of the mythological Amazons has been related to historical
groups by many different people. K.A. Bisset believes that these women might have a
199

connection with neighboring nomadic Asian tribes.

Bisset argues that a warrior who is

small in stature with no beard and small breasts might have appeared to be women to the
Greeks. This would explain the rumor that Amazons were known to amputate a breast in
order to operate a bow more efficiently. Bisset argues that this amputation is unnecessary,
for women can operate a bow just fine with both breasts. Grave sites exist with the bodies
of what are believed to be nomadic warrior women north of the Black Sea as well as the
Caspian. It is thought that their existence might have become known to the Greeks
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through neighboring tribes around the Black Sea."^ This word-of-mouth existence would
have spread, along with many fanciful stories.
It is tempting to justify the Amazons as an actual tribe of people. The fact
remains howe\ er, that besides the theories and speculation there is no way to prove
whether Amazons did or did not exist. Their importance is not in their historical existence
but in their existence in Greek culture. Their artistic survival demonstrates the way
Greeks viewed foreigners, women and war. Athenians were very proud of their polis,
their democracy, and their civilized ideals. By differentiating themselves from Persians,
Amazons or any foreigner for that matter, the Athenians established their culture as an
unfaltering light in the history of the ancient world. Amazons helped them establish such
a feat, through their images and myths, not their historical presence.
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Tyrell 1984, 23
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Chapter 4 Figures: Iconography

FIGURE 4.1
SHIELD OF ATHENA PARTHENOS
Ancient Replica ot the Shield of Phidias’ Athena Parthenos depicting the Athenian Amazonomachy
Strangford Shield (London, British Museum inv. no. 302)
source: Von Bothmer 1957, LXXXVll.l

FIGURE 4.2
THE PARTHENON ON THE ATHENIAN ACROPOLIS
with three Amazonomachies on the west metopes,
ca. 447-440 B.C.
source: photo taken by author
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FIGURE 4.3
MARBLE THESEUS AMAZONOMACHY
found on the cast metopes of the Athenian treasuty at Delphi
sixth century (Delphi, inv. no. Ph. Al. 24741
source: DuBois 1982, fig. 4

f

.

FIGURE 4.4
AMAZONOMACHY
Amazonomachy frieze on the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassae
Arcadia, Greece ca. 420 B.C.
British Museum
source: DuBois 1982, fig. 12
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FIGURE 4.5
BLACK-FIGURE ACHILLES AND PENTHESILEA
Attic Black-figurc neck handled amphora
Attributed to Exekias, ca. 545-530 B.C.
(London, British Museum inv. no. B 210)
source: Von Bothmer, L1.2

FIGURE 4.6
RED-FIGURE ACHILLES AND PENTHESILEA
section on the shoulder of a hydria from Civita Castellana,
attributed to the Berlin Painter,
ca. 500-460 B.C. (New York inv. no. 10.210.19
source; Von Bothmer 1957
souree; Von Bothmer 1957, LXXl.l
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FIGURE 4.7
HERAKLES AMAZONOMACHY
Kantlicros with Hcraklcs slaying the Amazon
■Attic red-figure by Douris (signed potter and painter),
'ca. 490-480 B.C.
(Brussels, Musees Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire, inv. no. A718)
source: Reeder, 1995, 375

FIGURE 4.8
ROBINSON HERAKLES AMAZONOMACHY
Attic rcd-Figurc neck amphora attributed to the Antimenes painter
ca
. 530-520 B.C. (Mississippi inv. no. 1977.3.57)
source: Perseus Project
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FIGURE 4.9
THE RAPE OF THE AMAZON
attributed to the Leagros Group and tlic Antiopc Painter ca. 520-500 B.C.
(.Naples, inv. no. 128333 from Cumae)
sourec: Von Bothmer 1957, LXVlll.l

FIGURE 4.10
the DEFENSE OF ATHENS 1
red-figurc bell krater from Cumae, in the style of the Polygnotos or the Peleus Painter
fifth century (Naples, inv. no. RC148)
source; Von Bothmer 1957, LXXVIII.5
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FIGURE4.il
THE DEFENSE OF ATHENS 2
.●\ttic rcd-figurc column kratcr attributed to the Ariana Painter
(Munich inv. no. 2376)
source; Von Bothnier 1957, LXXVII.3
I
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FIGURE 4.12
AMAZON MAP
Map of known Amazon lands according to literature
source: Wilde 1999, xv
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FIGURE 4.13
GREEK .\ND AMAZON COSTUME
I'lic dilTcrcncc hetwccn .Amazon and Greek dress after the Persian Wars
tondo of a red-figure cup attributed to the Eretria Painter
ca. 440-410 B.C.,(Naples inv. no. 2613)
source: Von Bothmer 1957, LXXXIV. 1
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FIGURE 4.14
AMAZON COSTUME
Amazon in eastern costume, on an Attic white ground, black-figure Alabastron,
by the Syriskos Painter
ca. 480-470 B.C.
( Princeton University Art Museum, inv. no. yl984-12)
source: Reeder 1995, 122
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FIGURE 4.15
.\MAZON COSTUME: LEATHER STRAP
IGmian marble copy of a wounded Amazon leaning on a post,
eenuiiy(New York, inv. no. 32.11.4)
source: Von Bothmer 1957, LXXXIX. 3

FIGURE 4.16
GREEK SLAYING A PERSIAN
Fight between a Persian and a Greek, an example of the similarity of Persian and Amazon costume
Red-figure eup, Attic clay attributed to the Edinburgh Painter
ca. 480 B.C.(Edinburgh inv. no. 1887.213)
source: Boardman 2001, 169
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IMAGE 4.17
EARLY AMAZON ICONOGRAPHY
I'lie earliest object with Amazon iconography,
Proto-geometric terra cotta votive shield from Tiryns
(Nauplia inv. no. 4509)
source: Von Bothmcr 1957,1.2

FIGURE 4.18
FRAGMENT OF AMAZON PYXIS
Fragment from a black-figure pyxis depicting a mounted Amazon fighting a Greek hoplite
attributed to the Edinburgh Painter
sixth century (Athens, Agora P. 4684)
source: Von Bothmer 1957, LV11.2
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Chapter V
Amazons,the Pyxis and Why?

The many different aspects of the Robinson pyxis have more than thoroughly
proved that just as a book cannot be judged by its cover, a pyxis cannot be judged by its
lid. Although this sentiment might seem a bit cliched, it accentuates the fact that one
must look at more than the imagery on the surface to answer the multi-faceted questions
surrounding the Robinson pyxis. How do we know tlie wamor is an Amazon? How did
this scene translate to an ancient owner? What is the identity of the Amazon’s strange
weapon? What inspired the painted scene on the lid? Clearly, the appeal of this vessel
does not merely revolve around what lies on the surface. The images are very interesting,
but they are only skin deep. The heart of the Robinson pyxis is indeed the mystery
surrounding Amazons and why they appear on this particular vessel shape.

The Question of Weaponry: Lasso or Sling?
The unusual sling or lasso of the mounted warrior has been one element used to
prove the figure’s identity as an Amazon. The weaponry commonly found on Amazon
art has previously been discussed; however, the weapon on the Robinson pyxis was not
included with that discussion. That is because the pyxis represents what could be
interpreted as a lasso, not nearly as common as other Amazon weapons such as the axe or
bow on other vases. In fact the Robinson pyxis is the only vase depicting the use of a
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lasso. There are many different issues that must be discussed concerning this lasso, one
of which tackles the question of the artist’s reasons for including this weapon. The other
involves how the weapon was used and for what it was used.
According to those wishing to associate Amazons with actual historical peoples, it
is possible that the lasso is a reference to the nomadic Asian tribes who were known to be
excellent horsemen and wranglers. This is probably because there is no previous
reference to lasso use in Greece. There is, however, a record of use in western Asia,
Assyria and by the Sauromations.'^* Issues such as weaponry lead one to question
whether a certain scene on a vase could be historical? If the painter had never seen a
Greek use a lasso, how did he manage to represent it so well? This knowledge could have
been obtained if he was familiar with the invasion of Xerxes and the Persians in 480
202
B.C."
These invaders wearing long tunics and pants assaulted Greece with lassos.

Again, this lasso demonstrates Amazons absorbing Persian identity. Herodotus notes that
the Amazons settled among the Sauromations.^^"^ Through this source, the Greeks would
have known that the Sauromations were very adept with the lasso. Perhaps the painter
was familiar with this Asian association or at least scenes with similar weapons and
dress. Regardless whether the weapon was popular in Amazonomachies, the lasso is
proof that the subject of the pyxis is an Amazon dating from after the wars with Persia,
when the Greeks imposed a Persian identity onto the Amazon.
It is possible that the leather strap in the rider’s hand is a slingshot; however, it is
most likely identified as a lasso based on the position of the rider’s arm and the motion
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intended for the leather strap about to be cast at the enemy (image 5.1). A sling would
probably be thicker in some location, allowing a secure place for a stone. A sling would
slso have a smaller loop, so that a stone might be secure. It is clear through close
examination that the leather strap, which might even be part of the bridle, is some type of
rudimentary slip knot or lasso. That is to say, it was fashioned with the intent to be
thrown and latched onto the intended target.
The position of the head and the motion of the arm also do not support the idea of
a sling (fig. 5.1). Because tliere is no evidence of a stone, either in motion or in the hand
of the Amazon, one must assume if the strap were a sling that the stone has already been
ejected. If this is true, the position of the head does not match the position of the arm.
That is to say, if the Amazon had just released a sling, her attention would be directed at
her target, not at the sling. It makes more sense that the strap is a lasso, because the
position of the head, as she prepares to cast her lasso, looks back to make sure it is ready
to be released. Finally, the axe in her other hand also supports the strap as a lasso,
because there would be no way to load a sling with a stone, ride a horse and wield an axe.
The identity of this weapon, regardless of what it actually is, does not prove the identity
of the mounted figure. It does, however, add insight to the types of weapons often
associated with the Amazon.

Why Amazons?
Once the figures residing on the lid of the pyxis were given the identities of
Amazon and hoplite, volumes could be written on the importance of the vessel’s scene.
As stressed earlier, Amazons

were enriched in a deep artistic, mythological and literary
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tradition with the Athenians. The imagery and its history, however, are not what is so
exciting about the Robinson pyxis. The most intriguing aspect is the relationship
between the Amazons and the type of vessel they decorate.
First of all, as discussed earlier, the pyxis is generally associated with women. It
was similar to a modern-day jewelry box or a place for loose powder used as make-up.
One question which arises is why? Why are Amazons, in all their ferocious glory
engaged in battle on this vessel? What message does this iconography give its owner?
The answers to these questions are almost impossible to discover; however, all the
information about Amazons, the pyxis and the painter might lead the modem viewer to
an idea of the story behind this enigmatic little piece.

Inspiration: The Stoa Poikile
As explained earlier, Amazons found their way into Greek painting and sculpture
as a direct result of their rich mythological history with the Greeks. Images of these
warrior women are commonly found in many different media, proving their significance
and importance to the culture. The painted scene on the Robinson pyxis of Amazons and
Greek warriors can be deciphered for exactly what it is; however, a close look at what
artistic influences might have spawned the scene deserves attention. It is very probable
that the pyxis, because it is white-ground and so similar to wall painting, could have been
inspired by the Stoa Poikile or Painted Stoa.
This famous public building resided in the ancient Athenian Agora on what is
now the North side of Hadrian Street, looking directly towards what is thought to have
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been the Panathcnaic Way (image 5.2)."^ This recently excavated stoa“®^ was mentioned
by many ancient authors who claimed it contained several large-scale murals’^ attributed
to important artists such as Polygnotos, Mikon, and Panainos. The Poikile dates around
475-450 B.C. and was originally named after its architect, Peisianaktios; however, later it
became know n as the Poikile (painted) stoa , towards the fourth century B.C.^^^The stoa
was used as a court and public building that drew a collection of individuals such as
208

philosophers, poets, young men, and beggars (fig. 5.3).

References to the Stoa Poikile

are quite extensive, however, and very informative. This list includes Diogenes Laertius,
209

Harpokration, Isidore, Plutarch, Kimon, and Soidas.

Location, aesthetics, function and

the individuals who loitered around the Stoa’s halls are all mentioned by the ancient
sources. For instance, Aristophanes notes the location of the Stoa in association with
other stoas around the Agora. He says:
The herald will make a proclamation that those from Section
Beta shallfollow to the Stoa Basileios to dine, that Section Theta
shall go to the Stoa beside the Basileios and that Section Kappa
210

shall go to the Stoa where barley meal is sold.

It is assumed that “section theta” went to the Stoa Poikile, across the Pananthenaic Way
from the Basileios. Aristophanes also notes that there is a fish market and homes
211

nearby.

Pausanius refers to its location to be near the Kerameikos.

212

Perhaps the
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See map for location of Panathenaic Way,fig. 5.3, this road was named because it was used for the
procession of the national festival of Athens or Panathenaia; Camp 1990, 111
Excavations began in 1980 Camp 1990, 22
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Painted Stoa's proximir>’ to the potters’ quarters inspired vase painters to produce
reproductions of its mural paintings.

Furthermore, Tzetzes from the Scholici in

Hermogenes confimis the Poikile's existence as late as the twelfth century A.D. He says,
. . . ihc dry of Athens had three stoas; one

the Basileios, a

second the stoa of Hermes, a third the one ^\'hich took the name
Pcisianax ^\●ho founded it (the one that later they called
Poikile).

:i.y

Although the structure of limestone and marble did stand the test of time, the paintmgs
did not. They were unfortunately removed by the Bishop Synesios earlier in the second
century A.D.^'"^
The paintings were evidently very renowned, for their skilled artists and subject
are dutifully reported by these ancient sources as well. There are thought to have been
four murals: one of which shows the Greeks at Troy by the artist Polygnotos,^ another
of the Battle at Oinoe, the famous battle at Marathon,^^^ and most importantly to the
Robinson pyxis, one depicting Athenians fighting Amazons. Demosthenes (fourth
century B.C.) reports that the paintings were not on the building itself, but on stone
tablets attached to the wall possible with metal.

217

The most thorough description of this

painted Stoa is given by Pausanius. He writes:
As you go to the stoa which is called Poikile because of
the pictures there is a bronze Hermes called Agoraios,
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Wycherley 1957, 39; Pausanius I, 15, 1-16, 1
Wycherley 1957, Cramer Anecdota Graeca, IV, 31
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Wycherley 1957, 43, Synesios, Epist. 54 {370-413 A.D.)
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Wycherley 1957, as reported by Plutarch and Kimon, Harpokrationm Pliny XXV, says that he painted
this without payment, Pliny, Nat. Hist. XXXV, 59 (first century A.D.)
Wycherley 1957,3 1; this is thought to have been painted by either Mikon or Polygnotos
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and a gate near-by. On the gate is a trophy erected by
the .Athenians when in a cavalry’ fight they defeated
Pleistarchos. who was the brother of Kassandros

and

was entrusted with the command of his cavalry and
mercenaries. This stoa contains, firstly. The Athenians
arrayed at Oinoe in the Argive territory’ against the
Lacedaemonians. What is depicted is not the omen at
which the struggle has reached its height and the action
has advanced to the display of deeds of daring, but the
beginning of the battle with the combatants still coming
to grips. On the middle part of the walls are the
Athenians and Theseus fi^htimz with Amazons. . . .After
the Amazons are the Greeks w’hen they have taken Trov
and the kimes assembled on account of the reckless
behavior of Ajax himself and Kassandra and other
captive women. The last part of the painting consists of
those w ho fought at Marathon. The Boetians ofPlataea
and the Attic contingent are coming to grips with the
barbarians; at this point the action is evenly balanced
betw’een both sides. In the inner (central) part of the
flight are barbarians fleeing and pushing one another
into the marsh; at the extreme end of the painting are the
Phoenician ships and the Greeks killing the barbarians
w ho are tumbling into them. In this picture are also
shown Marathon, the hero after whom the plain is
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named. Theseus, represented as coming up from the
earth. .Athena and Herakles as a god. Ofthe combatants
represented the most conspicuous is the picture of
Kallimaehos. who was chosen by the Athenians to be
poletnareh. and of the general Militiades, and a hero
called Eehetlos. whom / shall mention later. In the
Poikile are deposited bronze shields. On some is an
inscription saying that they were taken from the
Skionaians and their aiLxiliaries; others smeared with
pitch to protect them from the ravages of time and rust
are said to he the shields of the Lacedaemonians who
were captured at the Island of Sphakteria. Statues of
bronze are placed in front of the stoa where Solon who
drew up the laws for the Athenians and a little farther
as
away Seleukos.'

According to Aristophanes, the artist Mikon painted the Amazonomachy, obviously
included in a series focused on Athenian military milestones. Patriotism encrusts every
facet of the stoa, reminding citizens of Athens’ success against those who jeopardized the
polis. According to Pausanius, the Amazon painting was among a myriad of actual
battles. The clash of Athenians and Spartans at Oinoe, and Persians and Athenians at
Marathon flank the Amazons, adding them to the ranks of other great Athenian foes.
Actual battle shields captured from the Spartans as well as others were left as mementos
of victory. This public building was more than just a meeting place. It was obviously a
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site where Athenians enjoyed congregating and reveling in national pride. The use of
Amazons cast a mythological light on actual battles, such as Marathon and Oinoe and
visa versa. This associated the heroes of such battles with gods, for their actions lasted far
beyond their death on the walls of the Stoa Poikile.
There is no concrete evidence that absolutely determines that the Robinson pyxis
was a direct copy of the Stoa Poikile. It cannot be denied that the linear approach found
on the white ground Robinson pyxis might be related in some way to the Painted Stoa. It
IS hard to be conclusive because so little of tlie Amazonomachy remains on the pyxis, but
it is known that there was at least one mounted Amazon wamor and at least two Athenian
hoplites. In fact, the Amazons depicted on the Stoa were also mounted. Aristophanes
refers to Mikon’s warriors in Lysistrata. He says:
Or perhaps they fancy themselves as cavalry! That's fair
enough: women know how to ride; they're good in the saddle,
Just think of Mikon s paintings, all those Amazons wrestling with
219

men! No, its time to bridle these wild mares.

Aristophanes suggests, however, in this quip that the stoa Amazonomachy was full of
figures, both Amazon and Greek. There is no way to determine how many figures were
on the Robinson pyxis. Its composition, however, was probably a simplified version due
to the room on the lid. Regardless, the pyxis’ relationship with the Stoa should not be
ignored.
There is reason to believe that because the white-ground technique is associated
with wall painting, a vase painter might represent a scene that was popular and evoked
national pride. Painters tended to paint what was popular in a certain area. Pausanius
219
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explains that Mikon's Amazonomachy narrated the story of Theseus and the defense of
the Acropolis. This particular scene was very important to Athenians and their sense of
nationalism. They placed the defense of Athens among a multitude offamous Athenian
victories, leading one to believe that they considered the Amazons a long-standing
historical foe. A ceramic vessel with a simplified version of Mikon’s painting would
have been a product aimed for the patriotic Athenian consumer. Again, there is no
evidence that the Robinson pyxis does or does not narrate the story of Theseus and
Amazons. The two figures on the vessel are nameless warriors categorized only by thennationality.

The fact remains that a feeling of patriotism exudes from the pyxis

immediately reminding an ancient viewer of the Stoa Poikile, one of the most patriotic of
all public buildings because of the images painted on the walls.
Further evidence supporting the claim that the Robinson pyxis could be inspired
by monumental wall painting can also be derived from an analysis of the way the figures
are drawn. As stated earlier, tlie white-ground technique as well as the linear figures and
the use of color washes appear to imitate ancient murals, especially because white-ground
vases are the only remnants of Athenian vase painters drawing free hand. Furthermore
the scale of the figures, which are disproportional, might also be evidence that the
Robinson pyxis was a copying a prototype. The horse is very small compared to the ride
on its back. Conversely, the Greek foot soldier is very large. In fact, he is

so large that he

would not fit on the lid if he were to stand up. Many times artists skew the
copying a two-dimensional image. This can be seen today, when artists

scale when

copy an image
i

from a photograph. The wall painters might have also had a better underst
anding of
depth and perspective, also leading to a disproportionate copy. A.n artist
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^ho did not

understand that a larger object would appear closer to the viewer and a smaller object
farther avs ay, might ha\ e misinterpreted the image. The idea that the Robinson pyxis was
inspired by or could be a copy of wall painting has also been recognized by Robinson
himself."“‘‘
This vessel has not been the first to be compared to wall painting. Others have
also been identified due to a linear quality as well as incorrect perspective and scale. A
volute krater attributed to the Niobid Painter might also be a copy of one of the Stoa
Poikile’s murals (figs. 5.4 and 5.5). Some have compared the piece to the painting
depicting gods and heroes at the battle at Marathon, due to the way the figures are placed
221

on the vessel.“

That is to say, the Niobid Painter also possibly orchestrated depth to

imitate large-scale wall painting. His skill however appears much greater than the
Sotheby Painter’s. This is apparent because the sizes of his figures are not so
disproportional. The figures closest to the viewer are only slightly larger, creating a
sense of depth. The idea that murals inspired vase painters in both technique and line
quality is a very intriguing concept, due to the fact that the wall paintings of ancient
Athens have been lost. Vases such as the Robinson pyxis and the Niobid painter’s calyxkrater provide a fascinating glimpse of this mysterious medium.

Why Are Amazons on a Pyxis?
Amazons and the pyxis at first glance might appear to be like oil and water: they
just do not mix. The feminine pyxis juxtaposed with the martial Amazons is an enigma
in itself. Perhaps the question of “why”, is the most important aspect of the Robinson
220
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pyxis. If the answer to such a question were obtainable, what would one learn about
Athenian \\ omen, their \*iew of the Amazons and how women perceived their country s
defense? Evcc^iything about the Amazons, their history in art as well as the origin oftheir
myth, embodies the opposite of a good Athenian woman. The hvhy , in this case is
completely speculative; however, research concerning the pyxis and the Amazons can be
analyzed to make educated guesses. There is reason to believe that Amazon imagery
found on feminine vessels such as the Robinson pyxis might indicate that this shape was
not limited to marriage iconography but might have served as a patriotic narration
treasured by women. Each gender would probably take the scene differently. Women
might have been reminded of a loved one lost in a similar defense of Athens or the brave
actions of her family on the battlefield, while the men would feel intense pride and a
sense of military duty necessary in a citizen army. It would be tempting to say that
women also might feel a love for politics, military history and their country; however, I
feel this is unlikely. Aristophanes’ comedy Lysistrata creates a fanciful scene in which
women display an interest in politics, demonstrated by taking over the Acropolis in order
to end the wars with Sparta. These renegade women, however, are the product of a man.
It would be impossible to use this ancient example offemale power to suggest that battle
irnagery would have been appealing to women. Independence from men was looked
upon as monstrous, considering how the Athenians viewed the Amazons. It is more
likely the pride of one’s country or family deeds was bestowed upon a woman by a man.
The idea that the Robinson pyxis belonged to a woman, however, is very speculative
because we have no record of where it was found. It is possible
that the pyxis did belong
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to a man. The chances, however, are unlikely because of the large number of pyxides
found in women's graves.
As discussed earlier in chapter two, iconography that does not fit in with the
pyxis’ feminine identity is unusual, but not limited to the Robinson pyxis. The question
of “why" might also be explained by the Stoa or the fact that it might have been
influenced by other vase shapes. The fact remains, however, that the presence of the
Amazon is powerful and intriguing. Whoever owned this piece must have treasured it,
for despite all of its damages, the majority of the body remains intact. Like many of the
pieces in the Robinson collection, the provenance of the pyxis will always remain a
mystery. Who knows what such information could tell us.

Conclusion
There is so much that can be written about the Amazons and their influence on
Greek society. The Robinson pyxis, regardless of its size and damage, has much to tell
the world about ancient Athenians, their reaction to foreign invaders, the way they
formed their myths and how they represented such myths in art. Although just a few
figures remain on the Robinson pyxis, the Sotheby Painter has left a record of classical
Athens, its politics, its gender-roles and its national pride. All of these aspects are vital in
understanding a culture. The use of the pyxis to demonstrate such a strong nationalistic
statement is one of the most interesting aspects of this piece. The identity of the
Amazons themselves, as well as their identity to the Greeks can be deciphered from such
a small vessel. What a feat it was to place this prevailing image on this canvas. The
Sotheby Painter was obviously successful in delivering his message for his work has
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managed to engage the mind far after its intended life span. It is utterly amazing that the
perishable

\ essels of the ancient Greeks managed to become immortal, protected for

centuries by the earth from which they were bom. This immortality defied nature and
remarkably allow ed the modem scholar, student and anyone else who has interest to put
the pieces back together and travel back to Classical Athens.
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5: The Amazons, the P>-xis, and V\Tiy?
Images for Chapter 5
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FIGURE 5.1
AMAZON USING A SLING
Example of an Amazon using a slingshot
Attic white ground with red-figurc attributed to the Kliigmann Painter
ca. 440-430 B.C.(New York, 10.210.11)
source: Oakley 2004, III
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FIGURE 5.2
MAP OF THE ANCIENT ATHENIAN AGORA
Map of the Agora, Location of the Stoa Poikile
source: Wycherley 1957, plate IV
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figure 5.3
.\R I'ISTS RENDITION OF THE PAINTED STOA
An arti.si's reproduction of the Stoa Poikilc or Painted Stoa
source: www.dcpthomc.brookhm.cuny.edu

FIGURE 5.4
niobid painter CALYX-KRATER
Another example of the possible imitation of wall painting
Attic calyx-krater, red-figure
name piece of the Niobid Painter, ca. 470-450 B.C.
(Paris, Louvre, inv. no. G341)
source: Boardman, 1989,4.2
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m-r \U OF NIOBID PAINTER CALYX-KRATER
FIGURE 5.5
Detail of Niobid Painter calyx-krater
\nother example of the possible imitation of wall painting
Attie calyx-krater, red-figure
name piece of the Niobid Painter, ca. 470-450 B.C.
(Paris, Louvre, inv. no. G341)
source; Boardman 1989,4.1
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